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This report was prepared as an account of vork sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government not any agency thereof, or any of their
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or imphed, or assumes any legaf liabihty of re-
spnnsibihty for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would
not mfringe privately owned rights.
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ABSTRACT

This document presents the results of a study conducted by the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission of an unobtrusive, voluntary, anonymous third -

party managed, nonpunitive human factors da ta gathering system (the Nuclear
Power Safety Reporting System -- NPSRS) for the nuclear electric power produc-
tion industry. The data to be gathered by the NPSRS are intended for use in

identifying and quantifying the fac tors that contribute to the occurrence of

significant safe ty incidents involving humans in nuclear power plants. The

NPSRS has been designed to encourage participa tion in the System through

guarantees of reporter anonymity provided by a third-party organization that

would be responsible for NPSRS management. As additional motivation to
;

j reporters for contributing data to the NPSRS, conditienal waivers of NRC

disciplinary action would be provided to individuals. These conditional
waivers of immunity would apply to potential violations of NRC regulations

that might be disclosed through reports submitted to the System about

i inadvertent, noncriminal incidents in nuclear plants.

This document summarizes the overall results of then study of the NPSRS
concept. In it, a functional description of the NPSRS is presented together

with a review and assessment of potential problem areas tsat might be met if

the Sys tem were implemen ted . Conclusions and recommendations resulting from

the s tudy are also presented. A companion volume (NURI,0/CR-4133, " Nuclear

Power Safety Reporting System: Implementation and Operational Specifications")
presents in detail the elements, requirements, forms, and procedures for imple-
menting and operating the System.
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l.0 INTRODUCTION

This document describes the results of the study conducted by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of an unobtrusive, voluntary, anonymous,
nonpunitive, third-party managed human factors data gathering system (the
Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System -- NPSRS) for the nuclear electric power
production industry. The NPSRS has been designed to encourage the participa-
tion of nuclear industry and NRC personnel in the System through guarantees of
reporter anonymity provided by a third-party organization that would be respon-
sible for management of the System. Additional motivation for contributing
data to the NPSRS would also be provided to individuals through conditional
waivers of NRC disciplinary action. These waivers of immunity would apply to
potential violations of NRC regulations that might be disclosed through
reports submitted to the System about inadvertent, noncriminal incidents in
nuclear power plants.

The study of the NPSRS was conducted along the following lines. (1)
An analysis was performed of the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS). This|

I is a human error data gathering system of the Federal. Aviation Administration
(FAA) that is managed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) as an independent third-party. The ASRS assessment was performed to
determine if it would be feasible to apply part (or all) of the ASRS concepts
for collecting data on human factor-related incidents to a system with similar
objectives for the nuclear power producing indus try. (2) The basic elements and
requirements of an NPSRS were identified and defined. (3) Structured personal
interviews were conducted with nuclear industry representatives from the ranks
of management and operational personnel, with NRC staff members, and others to
ascertain and assess potential problems that might be associated with the
NPSRS. (4) An NPSRS Operability Demonstration was performed in order to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of the functional elements, forms, and procedures
developed for the System. (5) Implementational procedures and System specifi-
cations were prepared to aid in the overall assessment of the NPSRS and to pro-
vide the basic materials needed for System implementation if the NEC should
decide to take that step.

This document summarizes the overall results of the study of the
NPSRS. In it, an outline and functional description of the NPSRS are pre-
sented. An assessment is presented of potential problem areas that might
affect System implementation which have been identified during the feasibility
evaluation. Finally the results of the study are summarized and the conclu-
sions and recommendations that evolved from the study are presented. Detailed
System descriptions, forms, procedures and specifications that have been
developed for the NPSRS are presented in NUREG/CR-4133, " Nuclear Power Safety
Reporting System: Implementation and Operational Specifications" (Ref. 1).
Results of earlier efforts to define the elements of the NPSRS and assess its
feasibility are presented in NUREG/CR-3119, Volumes 1 and 2 (Refs. 2 and 3).

1.1 Background

The importance of human error as a significant contributor to nuclear
power plant risks has been recognized for over a decade (Refs. 4 and 5).
However, little has been done in that period to develop a better data base for

1
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understanding the actual causes of human error. Improved methods are needed
for collecting relevant information on human performance in nuclear power
plants. Current Licensee Event Report (LER), 766 Sys tem File, Licensed
Operating Reactors Status Summary Reporting System, and Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance (SALP) event descriptions are either too abbreviated or
are not intended to ascertain in-depth causal fac tors associated with human
error.

As a consequence, the NRC instituted the research described in this
document to determine the feasibility and advisability of developing and
implementing a human performance data gathering system that was designed along
the same lines as the ASRS. As designed (Ref. 1), the NPSRS would focus on
causal factors of both positive and erroneous human actions committed in the
performance of operation and maintenance tasks during nuclear power station

'

operation under normal, transient, or emergency conditions. The NPSRS has
been ~ investigated as part of a larger Human Reliability Research Program

! within the NRC to support the Human Risk Analysis segment of the NRC's
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) programs, and other nuclear plant and
system reliability evaluation programs (e.g., IREP, SASA, ASEP).

The research on the NPSRS has been conducted by several different
mechanisms. As previously noted, the ASRS concept (sponsored by the FAA) was

"

reviewed in de tail to determine whether the technology associated with an
unob trusiv'e , voluntary, anonymous , nonpunitive, third-party managed, human
performance data gathering system could be appropriately transferred into the
environment of the nuclear power industry. As the NPSRS elements were
developed, attempts were made to work closely with the industry and NRC to

; assure that the positive features and objectives of the ASRS were being
appropriately tailored to nuclear industry needs. Meetings and interviews were>

conducted with industry personnel, labor representatives, the NRC, FAA, NASA,
and ASRS personnel (e.g., Ref. 2) as the work progressed. The regulatory
intricacies of the nuclear industry, and its relationships with the NRC and the
public have made development of a universally acceptable System a challenge.
However, significant suggestions and comments that were provided by those who

! have participated in the meetings and interviews related to the study have been
assimilated in the current System design and specifications (cf NUREG/CR-4133,
Ref. 1). Strenuous efforts have been made to assure that the NPSRS conformed
with the needs and requirements of the nuclear community.

1.2 Purpose

In accordance with NPSRS objectives,* data developed by the Sys tem
would be used: (1) to support the evaluation and modeling of the human
reliability elements of probabilistic risk assessments (FRAs); (2) .to evaluate
the influence of various nuclear power plant systems on both human
error-proneness and outstanding positive actions occurring within the system;,

and (3) to aid in the development of design criteria for human-machine
interfaces with systems in nuclear plants. NPSRS feasibility depends upon a
number of aspects such as: (a) its practicality (e.g., the simplicity and
workability of system features , costs, etc.); (b) the usefulness of data
developed by such a system (e.g., its relevance, biases, and applicability to
NRC and nuclear community needs); and (c) its acceptability to government,
industry, and operational personnel.

2
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l.3 Summary of System Feasibility Evaluation Results

Over the course of the study of the NPSRS, a number of issues were
identified that are associated with system feasibility. Brief descriptions

| and summary assessments of these -issues are presented below. More detailed

j discussions and evaluations of the issues are presented in Section 4 of this
document.>

|
\ What are the characteristics of an implementable1.3.1 PRACTICALITY -

System?

System Management

1. How important would it be to have a third-party manager for the
NPSRS? What kinds of organizations would make good candidates
for the third-party manager?

! A third-party manager would be essential for the NPSRS in order to
maintain the independence of the System, assure reporter anonymity, and
preserve the integrity of the NPSRS data base. Non-government organizations
have features which make them potentially desirable candidates for the NPSRS
manager.

} Reporters
1

2. What types of personnel from the nuclear industry, NRC, or
elsewhere should be encouraged to submit reports to the NPSRS?

No restrictions should be placed on the types of personnel who might
,

submit reports to the NPSRS.

Reports

3 What restrictions, if any, should be imposed upon the kinds of
reports submitted to the NPSRS? Are reports on positive actions,
procedures, etc. (as well as reports on human errors) appropriate

,

for solicitation by a NPSRS?

No restrictions should be placed on categories of written material
submitted to the NPSRS. Reports on all aspects of human performance including
outstanding positive personnel actions, and plant practices and procedures
should be solicited by the NPSRS. Some reports will probably deal with
subjective material. Staff analysts for the System will need to have !'

sufficient experience and professional insight to evaluate the significance
and relevance of reports submitted to the System.

r

Motivational Incentives to System Support I

i i

4. How important would the prospect of anonymity be to po tential ;

reporters? !

Maintaining the anonymity of reporters is one of the most critical |
'

requirements for motivating reporter support of the NPSRS. Publication of
;

3
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individual incident reports could jeopardize reporter anonymity. In an
attempt to preserve anonymity, special procedures have been developed for
dealing with those infrequent incident reports that must be published as
" Alert Reports" and distribute'd to the NRC and nuclear utilities.

5. How effective would the prospect of receiving a grant of limited
immunity from NRC regulatory enforcement actions be to reporters?

A warranty of limited immunity for individuals who report incidents
that may involve potential violations of NRC regulations would be an important
motivational mechanism for persuading people to submit reports to the System.

6. Would a policy of mitigation of punitive NRC actions against a
nuclear electric utility be needed in order to provide the
utility with sufficient motivation to support the NPSRS and to
ensure that they would not penalize their employees for filing
incident reports?

Extending the concept of limited individual immunity to include a
policy of mitigation of NRC penalties to utilities / plants for incidents for
which reports were filed with the NPSRS could enhance utility support of the
System. A precedent for such a policy exists in the current mitigation
factors that are outlined in 10 CFR 2 Appendix C (Ref. 10) dealing with
potential utility penalties for violations of NRC regulations.

System Oversight and Evaluation

7. How importans would it be to have a top-level independent
advisory committee to provide oversight and evaluation of NPSRS
activities? What should the characteristics of its membership be?

An independent advisory committee that would oversee and evaluate
NPSRS activities would be an important element in the implementa tion and
continued operation of the NPSRS. The committee membership should be selected
from opinion leaders from the nuclear power community, with representation
from professional organizations, operational personnel, nuclear utilities, the
NRC, etc.

NRC Liaison Organization

8. Which organization within the NRC should have the liaison
responsibility for the NPSRS (e.g., provide funding, manage NRC
interests, serve on the advisory committee, and act as point of
contact for NPSRS data and studies)?

NRC staff members have a variety of interests and objectives for using
human factors data. It appears that a program office within the Office of the
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data ( AEOD) or the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) could be an appropriate location for a liaison
office given these considerations.

1
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System Implementation Mechanisms

9. How should the responsibility for implementing the NPSRS be
transferred from the NRC to a third-party operational agency?

To implement the NPSRS, a memorandum of agreement (MOA) (or statement-
of-work for a non-government organisation) would need to be prepared between
the NRC and the selected third-party management organization, after which work
could begin almost immediately. NRC mandated annual NPSRS training programs
should be implemented in the nuclear plants in order to provide plant opera-
tional personnel with incident report forms and to help thea understand and

| support the program.

|
! System Forms and Procedures

10. Are the specifications, forms, and procedures that have been
developed for the NPSRS adequate for implementation by someone
other than the system developer?

The s pecifications , forms, and procedures prescribed in NUREG/CR-
4133 (Ref. 1) were de termined to be adequate for System implementation by
participants in the NPSRS Operability Demonstration.

System Personnel Requirements

11. What skills, personality characteristics, and training would be
required for NPSRS personnel?

Broad and extensive backgrounds in nuclear power plant operations
would evidently be the most significant skill requirements for NPSRS staff
members. Human factors skills are also needed, but most knowledgable
interviewees felt that adequate human fac tor skills could be developed by
on-the-job training of NPSRS staff analysts.

System Facility Requirements

12. What office facilities, space, equipment, reference materials,
and other resources would be needed to implement and operate a
NPSRS?

The requirements for facilities, space, equipment, reference material
and the other resources needed for implementing the NPSRS are presented in
detail in NUREG/CR-4133 (Ref. 1, Sections 2.9 and 2.10) and summarized in
Section 4 of this document. Facility requirements for the System are nominal
and are projected to be a relatively small part of the costs of Sys tem
implementation (less than 1/3 of the total System costs -- cf, Section 4.2.13).

System Cost Estimates

13. How much will it cost to implement the NPSRS?

Costs of implementing and operating the NPSRS have been compared with
operational costs of the ASRS. Based upon estimated NPSRS staff requirements
of 10-15 people, and input rates of reports of 5000-7000 per year, System
operational costs are estimated at $1.5 to $2 million per year.

5
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1.3.2 USEFULNESS - Will the data developed by a NPSRS be beneficial to the
nuclear community?

Reliability of Task Frequency Estimates

14. Will NPSRS reporters be able to make reliable estimates of how
frequently they perform the tasks that led to the incidents .being
reported? Could these estimates be used to support' PRA
projections of human reliability for such tasks?

Results of the Operability Demonstration show that reporters appear
to be able to make reliable task frequency estimates for nuclear plant

t operations involved in reported incidents. With trend data from the NPSRS
files to give some semi-quantitative input for numerator data for human
reliability estimates, and associated sk frequency estimates to give
information about denominator values, NPSR. reports appear to be a potentially
useful source of information for model development for PRA estimates of human
reliability.

Reliability of Incident Analyses

15. If several NPSRS analysts were asked to process the same incident
report using NPSRS forms and procedures, how much similarity
would exist between their independently produced data summaries?

A reasonable degree of ' reliability was shown by prototypal NPSRS
staff analysts when they were processing and analyzing the example incidents
of the Operability Demonstration. Editorial improvements have been made in,

the final NPSRS forms and procedures (NUREG/CR-4133, Ref. 1) that reflect the
lessons learned fron the Operability Demonstration. These, along with4

standardized training procedures for staff analysts, would further improve the
reliability of data reduction for the System.

Value of Deidentified Reports

!

16. Would NPSRS reports that were being prepared for publication
still contain useful information if identifying data were deleted
to protect the anonymity of reporters?

|

Assessment of the deidentification process for a number of example
NPSRS input reports indicates that it would be difficult to maintain the anony-

i mity of reporters and to publish synopses of individual reports if they were
i not extensively edited. Fortunately, it is the consensus of opinion that the
'

need to publish information from NPSRS incident reports should be infrequent,
| since most events of major safety significance are reported to the NRC through
| conventional communication channels. Specific procedures have been developed

for preparation, publication and distribution of Alert Reports from the NPSRS
,

' that have been designed to minimize the probability of loss of reporter anony-
mity for the relatively small number of incidents for which Alert Reports may
be required (cf, Section 3.4.2).

I
|
|
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Interfaces with Other Users

17. Would the data produced by the NPSRS be useful to the development
of human reliability estimates and the models of PRA analysts and
methodology developers? To the Human Reliability Data Bank?

In accordance with the specifica tions of NUREG/CR-4133 (Ref 1.),

trend analyses of the NPSRS data would be published by the System at regular
intervals. These analyses should have substantial benefits for System users

,

such as the Human Reliability Data Bank and PRA analysts and me thodology
'

developers as well as reactor vendors, facility designers, and plant
operational personnel.

1.3 3 ACCEPTABILITY - Would the data from the NPSRS be needed? Would the
System be embraced or shunned by the nuclear community?

Need for Human Performance Data

18. How important are human performance da ta to nuclear power
industry personnel? To NRC personnel? How adequate are the
currently available sources of data on human performance?

There was almost complete agreement among both industry and NRC
interviewees that more (and more reliable) data on human pe rfo r=ance are
needed. In interviews conducted with nuclear plant operational personnel,
broad agreement existed that a substantial number of significant near-miss
incidents occur in nuclear plants that are not reported to plant managers or
the NRC through any of the existing reporting channels for sa fe ty-related
incidents.

NPSRS Implementation. An Asset or an Intrusion?

19. Considering the data needs and potential problems with existing
human performance data collection mechanisms, would
implementation of the NPSRS be accepted as an asset by the
nuclear power industry? The NRC?- Reporters?

Whether potential participants considered the possibility of
implementation of the NPSRS to be an asset or an intrusion depended heavily
upon their perceptions of the objectives and functions of the System and their
relationship to the internal structure of the nuclear industry. With certain
caveats, plant operational personnel groups were strong supporters of the
concept. Aside from their obvious concerns over being penalized by the NRC
and/or utilities for filing reports, the main concern of reporters was that
the data extracted from their reports should result in useful applications
within the industry. , Utility management representatives had mixed responses
to the question but often considered the NPSRS to be redundant with existing
data gathering systems. While some managers were opposed to the NPSRS, others
felt that it should be implemented and given an opportunity to demonstrate
whether it would be use ful . NRC interviewees were most of ten supportive of
the NPSRS concept (with some reservations). If the System were implemented in
accordance with the conceptual design and specifications which have now been
developed (NUREC/CR-1433, Ref. 1), many of the reservations of the

7
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interviewees concerning the implementation of the NPSRS in its earlier draft
form might be overcome. It would probably be necessary to implement and
operate the NPSRS in full before the reservations of others could be overcome.

Based upon the assessment of all the comments received on the System
and its potential capabilities and problems, it appears that on balance the
NPSRS could provide an important new source of human performance data without
undesirable impacts on the industry. Implementation of the NPSRS could have
both near-term and long-range bene fits for both industry and the NRC that
would apparently outweigh the potential problems that some people may have ;

Iseen for the System.

1.3.4 Unaddressable Issues

In addition to the issues discussed brie fly above, there were a
number of issues that were beyond the scope of this s tudy to address.
Resolution of these issues would require field implementation of the system or
an extensive trial period. These issues are described in more detail in
Section 4.1 and include the following topics:

1. The adaptability and flexibility of the system;

2. The effectiveness of System safeguards for detecting and
rejecting specious reports;

3 The effectivenees of NPSRS safeguards for preventing misuse of
material from the System data base;

4. The quantities and types of plant specific and generic
information that might be received most frequently by the NPSRS;

5. The validity of data collected by the NPSRS;

6. The reliability of NPSRS data;

7. The completeness of information reported to the NPSRS.

1.4 Report Organization

Section 2 of this report contains a description of the relationship
between the ASRS and the NPSRS, and an outline of the functional relationships
of the NPSRS. A brief description is also presented of the research conducted
to develop the elements of the NPSRS and to assess its feasibility. Section 3
contains a concise description of the System and its elements. In Section 4,

the approaches are described that were taken to assess the NPSRS concept, an
issue-by-issue review of the study results is presented, and a summary overview
is given of the results of interactions with personnel from the FAA, NAS A, and
the ASRS over the course of the study. Section 5 contains a summary of the
study results, and conclusions and recommendations relative to the NPSRS.

8
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2.0 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

2.1 NPSRS Development Procedures

The NPSRS concept was developed in a three-step series of actions:
feasibility analysis, prototypal System development, and NPSRS pro to type
evaluation. At the outset of the investigation, retrospective analyses were
made of the FAA's Aviation Safety Reporting System to see whether the ASRS
concept contained technological features that could be applied to the nuclear

,

| industry. It was evident that the ASRS has been very suc cess ful in

; accumulating pertinent human performance data for the aviation industry and

( the FAA through an unobtrusive, voluntary, anonymous, nonpunitive, third-party

I managed system. A working model of a similarly based system for the NPSRS was
developed around the unique characteristics of the nuclear power generation
industry (Ref. 6). The principal issues associated with such a nuclear power
industry oriented system were assessed initially though a concept review
meeting in which industry management, labor, the NRC, the FAA, the ASRS, and
several research organizations participated (Re fs . 2 and 3). The System
feasibility issues were evaluated in de tail by conducting a series of
s t ruc tured individual and group interviews with key representatives of the
nuclear utility industry, operational personnel, the NRC, and the ASRS.
(Samples of the protocols used for the structured interviews are contained in
Appendir A.) Finally, the draft implementation and operational specifications
for the NPSRS (Ref. 6) were evaluated by means of an Operability Demonstration
(Re fs . 7 and 8). The results of the research conducted on the NPSRS are
described in this document eith particular emphasis upon the assessments made
from the structured interviews that were conducted fo r the study and the
performances of the protypic NPSRS staff members in the Operability
Demonstration.

2.2 Summary of Aviation Safety Reporting System Features

In December 1974, Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 514 crashed into
,

a Virginia mountain side. The tragedy was subjected to the full glare of
media publicity and contributed to forces that induced the FAA to implement a
human performance data gathering system called the Aviation Safety Reporting
System. The effects of the TWA 514 crash on the FAA are quite analogous to
those of the Thrse Mile Island incident on the NRC. Specifically, both
incidents resulted in a heightened concern with res pect to human s a fe t*,
related incidents in each of the respective government organizations (Ref. 2).

In 1976, following a thorough review of the events of the T''A Flight
514 crash and some false starts in implementing unsuccessful, non-third-party
managed human performance reporting systems, the FAA instituted the Aviation
Safe ty Reporting System. The ASRS was designed to encourage flight crew
members, air traffic controllers and others in the national aviation system to
voluntarily report any incident, situation, or occurrence (contributing either
positively or negatively to its outcome) which the reporter felt was related
to air safety. Two provisions were included in the system that have proved to
be very effective in motivating voluntary reporting. First, a neutral and
independent third-party organization (NASA) was asked to manage and operate
the program in order to isolate the report (and the reporter) from the FAA,
and thereby provide anonymity for the repo rte r. After its previous false

9
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s tar ts , third-party management of the system was recognized by the FAA to be
essential to the successful outcome of its efforts. (Consequently, the FAA
has no explicit managerial connection with the ASRS, but is its primary
financial supporter providing about $1.5 million per year to fund the
system.) Second, the FAA extended an offer of limited immunity from
regulatory disciplinary action to those individuals who submitted reports of
safety-related incidents where Federal Air Regulations may have been I

violated. The offer of immunity is currently extended to an individual for a |
Isingle, appropriately reported incident once in a five-year period, as long as

the reported incident does not involv criminal offenses or ac tual aircraf t
accidents.

A steady influx of reports has been received over the nearly nine-
year period since the ASRS was established. Reports have been received at a
rate of about 400 per month and over 40,000 have been received since the
system was initiated. ASRS analysts routinely search the information in the
data base for trends that may identify existing or potential problems within
the U.S. aviation system. Several special technical reports describing
findings and system results are issued each year by the ASRS s ta ff. When
critical problem areas are identified by a reporter, hazard notification
reports are issued promptly to those with a specific need for the
information. The ASRS program also publishes a monthly newsletter / safety
bulletin (the " Callback") that provides a regular, rel.atively informal forum
in which safety issues of general interest are highlighted.

In the performance evaluation for the ASRS conducted in 1982, the
official and unqualified conclusion of the NASA sponsored ASRS Advisory
Committee was that the Sys tem was practical, useful, and widely accepted
within the aviation community (Ref. 9). In September 1983, the administrators
of the FAA and NASA once again implicitly acknowledged the value of the ASRS
by approving its continuance through September 1987. The success ful
performance of the ASRS provides substantial support for a determination that
a human performance data gathering system built around the concept of an
unobtrusive, voluntary, anonymous, nonpunitive, third-party managed operation
could be success fully implemented and would provide substantial bene fits
within the nuclear community.

2.3 NPSRS Concept Summary

The basic elements of the NPSRS are shown in Figure 1. As it is
designed (cf, Ref. 1) the NPSRS, like the ASRS, would provide a simplified
method for submitting reports of safety incidents to the System. The ASRS

. experience has shown that guarantees of anonymity are an essential feature to

| the System's success in assuring reporters they will not incriminate themselves
by sending informa tion on sa fety incidents to the da ta collecting system.
Therefore , the NPSRS has been designed, as shown in Figure 1, as though it was
isolated from its surroundings by a one-way permeable boundary. This quasibar-
rier permita incident reports to flow into the system and specific deidentified
output reports to flow out of it, but prevents direct, external access to the
individual incident reports.

:

|
|
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A number of factors may motivate individuals to report safety-related
incidents to the System: (1) professionalism, (2) concern for personal and
public safety, (3) concern for the economic well-being of the organization for
which they work, (4) concern for their personal self-esteem with respect to
their jobs in light of the public's emotional response to safety-related
incidents in nuclear plants, or (5) concern over possible job-related
disciplinary action such as loss of operating licenses (or jobs) as a result
of human errors that may have contributed to the incidents.

fimilar factors motivate members of the aviation industry (pilots,
air traffic controllers, etc.) to report incidents to the ASRS. However, a
significant difference exists between the U.S. aviation system and the nuclear
power industry with respect to the motivational effect of disciplinary actions
taken against individuals. In the aviation system, disciplinary actions for
violations of FAA regulations are normally taken against individual pilots,
air traffic controllers, etc. However, in the nuclear power industry,
utilities rather than individuals hc te, in the past, usually been the
recipients of discipline for violations of NRC regulations.

In the U.S. aviation system, individual reporters are rather strongly
motivated to support the ASRS by the FAA's warranty of a limited waiver of dis-
ciplinary action for any unintentional regulatory misdeeds short of accidents
and clearly illegal activities. As previously noted, the FAA extends immunity
to ASRS reporters for one incident per five-year period. In order to provide
basic motivation for reporting to the NPSRS, similar limited warranties of
immunity would need to be provided by the NRC to nuclear power plant
personnel. However, the NRC's current regulatory policies might not make an
individual warranty of immunity such an attractive " carrot" to nuclear power
plant operational personnel. They might feel less incentive to report because
they would not necessarily have such immediate concern (on an individual
basis) about the possibility of being subject to NRC disciplinary actions.

To increase the plant operational personnel's motivational level to
report safety-related incidents, incentives should also be provided to utili-
ties (as well as individuals) to motivate the utilities to encourage employee
participation in the NPSRS. The reports summarizing NPSRS findings that would
be provided to utilities would represent one such incentive. The availability
of the NPSRS data base for industry research would be another incentive. As a
result of the interviews conducted with the nuclear community for this study,
it has become clear that another strong motivation for nuclear utilities to
participate in and support the System could be provided if the NRC established
a policy for mitigating penalties for incidente reported through the NPSRS
where the utility could demonstrate that they were substantial, active suppor-
ters of the System. A precedent exists within the NRC for the mitigation of
utility penalties for regulatory violations where prompt self-reporting and
correction of infractions have occurred (cf, Ref. 10, CFR Part 2, App. C). A
formal policy that would extend this consideration to utilities participating
in the NPSRS could apparently provide a strong incentive for encouraging util-
ity participation in and support of the NPSRS. An example of a conceptual NRC
policy statement outlining a position on the NPSRS is provided in Appendix D.

l 12
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F

. Finally, the success of a NPSRS depends upon the support of all of the
members of the nuclear power community, including representatives of operation-
al personnel, utility management personnel, reactor manufacturers, professional
societies, and government agencies. A representative body is needed that can
consider the interests of nuclear industry participanta and work out the com-,

l' promises that are needed to make the NPSRS an effective, mutually acceptable
I system for all members of the community, and can monitor and evaluate NPSRS
[ performance. This function would be provided through an advisory committee to
i the NPSRS that would be similar to the ASRS Advisory Committee. :
i
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NUCLEAR POWER SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM

31 Overview of System

The NPSRS is designed (Ref. 1) with functional mechanisms for |
collecting reports, for analyzing and evaluating the data associated with the j

reported incidents, for cataloging and storing the data from the reports , for i

reducing and analyzing the safety-related data, and for informing those who j
need to know and can do something about the safety problems that are revealed '

by the data. NPSRS analysts will also identify and publicize trends in human
performance from their data and identify situations which will not only serve
to alert the nuclear power community to developing problems but will also
provide useful results that may aid in the resolution of safety problems. The
functional relationships of the NPSRS are shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Submission of Incident Reports

The first step in the functional flow of the NPSRS, the submiecion of
an incident report from a reporter in a nuclear plant, is shown in Figuro 2 -
Block 1. NPSRS reports would be solicited from any persca in the nuclear
power production community who wi tnessed , was involved in, or otherwise had
knowledge of an occurrence or situation which they believed posed an actual or
potential threat to nuclear plant safety or represented a significant positive
action or situation that contributed to improved safe ty in the plant.
Reporters would be encouraged to use NPSRS incident report forms (cf, Ref, 1,
Appendix A) whenever possible,

&

Report forms would be made available to plant personnel through a
designated non-management individual within each plant. In order for a utility
to be eligible for possible mitigation of NRC sanctions for po tential regula-
tory violations, the utility would be required to demonstrate subs tantial, t

active support for the NPSRS. As partial evidence of their support, the utili-
ties would be required to select and sustain a non-management individual for
distributing blank NPSRS report forms in their plants. Utilities would be
required to submit to the NPSRS (and keep current) the name, address, and local
telephone number of their designated representa tive. With this info rma tion,>

the NPSRS could make regular contacts with the designated individuals to assure
that supplies of report forms were available at all times within each plant.
Report forms would be made available to plant personnel by means of appropri-
ately and discretely located report supply stands or distribution boxes within
each plant or would be mailed out with company newsletters, safety messages,
etc. They would also be made available to reporters directly through the

.

NPSRS office.

The NPSRS Incident Report Form (cf, Re f. 1, Appendir A) has been
designed as a single-sheet questionnaire that is self-addressed and postage-
guaranteed, for mailing to the NPSRS. The report form includes: the sub-
mitter's identification that is located on a detachable portion of the top of
the report form; a checklist of descriptive parameters for a top-level summary
of a number of generally applicable factors related to the incident; and space
for a concise, first-hand narrative description of the incident. The checklist
of descriptive parameters is designed for quick and easy completion by the

,

|
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reporter. The checklist includes important items for analysia and codification
of the incident such as plant type, plant operational status, time of day, the
reporter's job description and experience, and the job or task being performed,
etc. The detachable identification section, containing the reporter's address

y and home phone number, is returned as a receipt to the sender. This receipt
would become the re porter 's proof of having filed a report, if it should
beccme necessary for him to exercise his warranty of immunity.

5.3 Initial Receipt and Processing of Incident Reports

The NpSRS administrative procedures associated with receiving and pro-
cessing incident reports are shown in Block 2 of Figure 2. Upon receipt of an
incoming report, an NFSES administrative clerk would log the report into the
system by assigning it a file identification and accession number. The file
identification number would be used for internal control and tracking of the
report as well as for identification of the final data storage location of the
report. The clerk would also be responsible for maintaining a file for identi-
fying the processing status of individual reports as they moved through the
system.

3.4 Screening of Incident Reports for Legality and Handling Priority

The functional relationship of the screening processes associated with
individual reports is shown in Block 3 of Figure 2. After the report in
received and lcgged into t' e system, the NPSRS program manager would screen thec
report f ar information that indicated whether the incident involv.ed a criminal
offense, of was of nuf ficient significance to require preparation of an Alert
Re por t.

t

3.4.1 Criminal Offensea

If the reported incident was aesociated with a criminal offense, it
would te forwardad without further NPSRS processing to the NRC and/or appro-
priate law enforcenent agencies. However, the NPSRS program manager would not
screen incoming reporta for violations of NRC regulations. To do so could
seriously compromise the willingness of plant operational and maintenance per-
aonnel to report conditions or situations which might pose a threat to nuclear
safe ty.

3.4.2 Alert Reports

Ccacurrent with the screening process for criminal offensos, the NPSRS
program manager would examine each incoming report for incidents containit.g
time-critical information of m.ajor specific or generic significance to nuclear |
utilities, or for incidenta that might be forerunners of potentially high >

public-risk events. Repor ts containing such information would be candidateo
for publication of NPSRS Alert Re ports . Most reporta containing infornation
aboct tiae-critical, h16h-risk incidents would normally be aubmitted indepen-
dently to ibe NRC through the local utility associated with the event in accor-
dance with the LRC*o established communications chennela (e.g., Licensee Event
Reporto, etc.). For incident reports that appear to meet the high-risk and
time-criticality criteria for Alert Report preparation, the NPSRS program

j manager would request the NRC to provide a listing of all accidento submitted
l

!
,
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to the NRC through their eatsblished channels in the time period immediately
prior to and following the reported NPSSS incident. The NPSRS report which
was judged to be of critical aufety significance would be conpared with the
NRC listin6 to see whether it had been reported in parallel to' the 3RC through
other channelo. If the N?SRS incident had been reported through normal chan-
nels to the NRC, no further considerstion would be given to publication of the
subject incident as an Alert Report. 'Jnder these conditions, responsibility
for furthcr diosemination of information about thie incident to the industry

vould be assumed to reside with the 5BC. The incident would, however, te
j '

flaggeo far potential assess =ent in st.baequent publica tions of incident trend
analyses prepared by the NPSRS.

If the incident had not been reported to the NRC, the NPSES program
mansger wxuld contac t the individual eutmitting the report and discuss the'

implications of possible Alert Report publicaticn with him. In general, the

program canagor would encourage the reporter to submit an additional report en ,

the incident directly to the NRC or to his own plant ner.agement through an
establisted communicaticu channel, thereby ob taining inmunity (if possible)
directly frcm the 3RC for circums tances related to the incident. If the
reporter could not te persuad ed to do thia, the program nanager would negotis te
directly with the NRC on the reporter's behalf, attenpting to establish a
mutually acceptable channel for publicizing the critical informa tion while
retaining the anonymity of the reportor. Deldentified Alert Reports would be
prepared by the NPSES with aufficient constraints on the level of detail so
that the reporter's anonymity would (if at all possible) be preserved, and yet
with sufficient data so that the ha.tards associated with failure to introduce
the inforration to the nuclear ;owar cormmity would be reduced.

In the event that an aosptable Alert Report could not be generrated
and the reporter's identity would be put at rick if cne were distributed, then i

'the NFCES progran manager and the SEC would have to jointly determine the
disposition of the natter.

'

It should be noted that NPSRS Alert Esports would be sent to the NRC,
utilities, and individual nuclear power planto for infornation purposes only.
No action would inherently te required on the part of tr.e recipients of the
Alert Re por t , although action could be taken voluntarily on the part of the
utility recipients. It would be the respor.aibility of the NRC to make and
implement any actions whien right be imposed upon individual recipien ts of
Alert Reports.

'

2.5 Analyses of Reported incidents

The steps asacciated with NPSRC analysia of reported incidents are
cutlined in Block 4 of Figure 2. Following the initial precessing for
criminal offensos ar Alert Report requirementa, as shown in. Figure 2, the |
Incident Report wculd be acsigned on a rou tine baois to an annlyst for

,

detailed assessnent and procensing. The analynt <culd assess and codify the !i

*

input da ta in the re port, If af ter ersmining a report, ar. enhlyst telieved
that further infornation was needea to clarify the centents of the repert, the ;

analyst would contse t the reporter at his home by telephone (or by .ma ll - I t j

i

!
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the reporter couldn't be reached by phone outside of his workplace). Res ults
of the interview would te aprended to the internal data files as required by *

the interview resulto.
.

When the analysis of the report was ccmplete, the origins 1 report form
,

would be deidentified by removal of the identification strip acd obliteration
'

of other identifying information in the body of the report. As indicated in
Figure 2, the identity olip would be returned to the addreas+e as his proof of i

subcission of the report to the NPSRS in case it was necsacary for him to
exercise his warranty of immunity in connection with the incident. i

As necessary, the NPSRS analyst would purge critical refereneca to
the specific nuclear plants involved in the incident as well as their parent

3

utilities from NPSBS generated internal reporta in order to preserve reporter
anonymity. Original documents would be destroyed when the aralysis results
had been codified for computer input.

3.6 Preparation of NPSE3 Internal File Documentation .

The functional relationship of the internal documentatica resulting
from the NPSRS analyst's evaluations of incident reports is shown in Block 5 ;

of Figure 2. Following report deidentification, the report would be er apared r

for data bank entry. An analyst would make the needed , judgments rogmi'.ng the
'

coding of information in the report. The resultant tempcrary file of data and
information would then be proceesed fur entry into the data bunk. A verbatim '

transcript of the deidentified narrative portion of the original report would (

be entered into the data bank along with the analyst's comments on the results '

cf his interviews with the repo rter, ard his summary of the significant ;

elements of the incident.

Individual reports would be codified in terms of the h75R$ taronomy '

and added to the system data base. 'Iho taxonomy of the NPGES in forma tion
system has been designed to provide an extensive indering system to facilitato !

retrieval and analysis of reports (cf, Eef.1, Appendicos D and E). The struc- '

ture of the data base includes key descriptive paranetera related to hunan
behavioral attributes (e.g., dis trac tion, forgetting, failure to moni tor, ;
complacency, etc.); nuclear power system attributes that eay be essociated with '

problem reports (e.g , degraded information exchange processeo, ambiguous pro-
cedures, equipment failure); and incident descriptors (e.g, plant type, statuu,
time of occurrence, sys tem hardware, components, etc. ).

>

3.7 Preparation of NPSES Documents for External Distribution

The categories and functional relationships of external reporta and
outgoing documents prepared by the NPSRS are shown in Block 6 of Figure 2
The information in the NPSRS data base would be routinely cearched by NPSRS
analys ts for trends that could identify existing or developing human factors
problers. Special technical reports describing findings of trend analyeis
resulta would be issued regularly by the NPSRS staff. As previously di-acassed,
Alert Reports en high-risk, time-cri tical sa fety issues would te iscued
promptly to those with a specific requirement for the inforcation. The NFSES
would also publish a periodic newsletter / safety tulletin that would provide a
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regular, widely circulated forum in which important aspects of nuclear power
oafety would be reviewed. The topics presented in the newsletter would be
derived from analyses of the NPSHS data base and would be designed to be of
general interest to operational personnel in nuclear power plants. The
newsletter publication would tiso provide a mechanism for presenting concise
reviews of sa fe ty-related topics prior to formal publica tion of generic
studies en problems. The newsletter would alao provide feedback on the
opera tion of the NPS23 to nuclear power personnel so that the system could
achieve dreater recognition and utilization by potential reporters.

In addition to research requests received from the NRC or atudies
,

initiated by the NPSES staff, it is anticipated that requeats would be received
for special stulies of interest to specific industry or academic organizations.
Within the limit of its recoarces, the NTSHS staff would attempt to support

; special requests for data bank searches and/or analyses in a manner that would *

not compecrise the security of the data or the sncnymity of reportern. The
results wculd generrtily be provided to requestors in terna of consolidated ,

'

; uninterpreted output fr:m searches of the data bank.

i
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4.0 NPSRS FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

As noted in Section 1.2, the NPSRS feasibility has been assessed
against its practicality, usefulness and acceptability. The specific issues
against which the NPSRS was evaluated were outlined in Section 1.3. The
assessment of each of these issues is presented in this Section. The analysis
methods used to , perform the issue assessments are also reviewed in this
Section. Issues that could be significant to the System, but that were beyond
the scope of this investigation are also outlined. ;

1

4.1 Assessment Approaches

In the preliminary NPSRS development / evaluation efforts, (Refs. 2 and
3) an initial set of specifications for the System was prepared. The initial
specifications included a preliminary description of the functional aspects of
the System, its forms and procedures (Ref. 6). As the initial specifications
were developed, a preliminary plan was also prepared fo r evaluating NPSRS
feasibility (Ref. 7).

The preliminary plan (Ref. 7) for NPSRS evaluation identified a set
of issues which were pertinent to the feasibility of the System. In the
performance of the feasibility evaluation, the issues were addreased by three
principal mechanisms: 1) by conducting interviews with opinion leaders in the
nuclear industry, operational personnel, the NRC and the ASRS: 2) by performing
an Operability Demonstration of the functional effectiveness of the preliminary
organizational structure of the System, its fo rms , procedures, and its person-
nel and logistical requirements; and 3) by conducting retrospective and
internal analyses of information related to the System and to its da ta
gathering counterparts in other industries (such as the ASRS).

As part of the assessment, structured intarviews were conducted with
11 uanagement representatives from four nuclear utilities, with 18 s taff
members from the NRC (who represented the EDO, AEOD, NRR , RES , ELD, I&E, and
NMSS), with 8 experienced opera.tional personnel, as well as with NASA, ASRS,
FAA, and other Department of Transportation personnel. A typical protocol for
the structured interviews has been attached to this report as Appendir A. The
results of the interviews are reviewed in thiu Section.

The Operability Demonstration was conducted in accordance with its
final test plan (Ref. 8). Supporting personnel for performing the Operability
Demonstration were obtained from one of the major nuclear service organizations
in the U.S., the Quadrer Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahomn. The services of eight
highly experienced nuclear plant operational personnel were obtained (most of
whom had been licensed plant operators) to perform the functions of NPSRS
staff personnel or to act the parts of reporters from industry. The
prototypal NPSRS staff personnel and reporters had no previous exposure to the
System prior to the Operability Demonstration. Personnel from The Aerospace
Corporation and NRC acted as proctors for the Demonstration. The ASRS
provided an observer for evaluation of the Operability Demons tration
procedures (cf, Appendir E).
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Ten simulated incident reports were analyzed by each of five indivi-
duals performing the roles of NPSRS staff analysts. Brief summaries of the
example incident reports are attached to this document as Appendir B. Each of
the prototypal NPSRS staff analysts interviewed each of the " reporters" about
the incident reports which they had prepared and submitted. Thus, five
detailed, independent analyses of each of the incidents were prepared by the
prototypal staff analysts. The procedures of the draft NPSRS specifications
(Ref. 4) and the associated forms were utilized in the Operability Demonstra-

| tion for analysis and codification of the simulated incident reports.
!

I The results of the repeated, independent analyses of the incident
reports have been reviewed, compared, and evaluated in terms of a discussion
of analyst reliability in performing their tasks (Section 4.2.15). A more
detailed assessment of the data processing reliability of the prototypal

,

analysts is presented in Appendir C. The participants in the Operability
; Demonstration for the System were also asked to evaluate the forms and
; procedures used in the Demonstration. The participants also provided written
i assessments 'f the quality and effectiveness of the draft NPSRS forms and

! procedures based on their performances of the roles of prototypal staff
members. The results of these evaluations are summarized in Section 4.2.10,,

i 4.2.11, 4.2.12, 4.2.14. The significant comments and recommendations of the

{ participants in the Operability Demonstration have been incorporated into the
final System Specifications (Ref. 1).

'

I -

) A number of issues were identified that appeared to be pertinent to
,

'

the evaluation of the NPSRS in its draft format (Refs. 3 and 6), but were '

beyond the scope of the study. These issues would require field implementa-
i tion before they could be adequately evaluated. They include the following
j topics:
,

! 1. The adaptability and flexibility of the System; i.e., the
| capability of the NPSRS taxonomy to grow and to be adapted gracefully to the
j potential richness of the data expected from a volur.tarily-based reporting
j system. i

!
2. The effectiveness of NPSRS safeguards for identifying and rejec-"

ting potentially specious reports; i.e., reports that might be submitted on
i irrelevant or insignificant incidents to satisfy non-safety-related objectives !

of reporters.
t

'
3. The effectiveness of NPSES safeguards for preventing misuse of

,' material from the data base,
r

| 4. The quantities and types of plant specific and generic (
j information that might be received most frequently by the NPSRS.

[
!

1 5. The validity of the NPSRS data; i.e., whether the results of
! analyses of the accumulated da ta would properly reflect objective truth or

generally accepted authority,

i t

i

$

l'
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6. The reliability of the NPSRS data; i.e., the repeatability of

reported events or reproducibility of System data or analyses.

7. The completeness of information reported to the NPSRS; i.e., the
adequacy of the descriptions of the reported incidents relative to the
requirements of human reliability and human factors analysts.

4.2. Assessment of Issues

In the following presentations, the issues are defined at the
beginning of each section followed by a summary assessment of the issue.

4.2.1 System Management Modes

How important would it be to have a third-party manager for the NPSRS
that isolated reporters from direct interaction with the users of the reported
data, such as the NRC, utilities, and others? What kinds of organizations

would make good candidates for the third-party manager?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, ASRS, NASA, DOT, and GAO personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS, NPSRS, and other human performance data
gathering systems.

An independent, third-party manager would be an essential element of
a success ful NPSRS. Only by isolating reporters from the potentially
punitive, regulatory arm of the NRC, from their nuclear utilities, and from
other users of the system can reporter anonymity be assured. The use of a
third-party manager (NASA) for operation of the ASRS has been crucial to the
successful operation of that system.

Some NRC and utility management interviewees expressed concerns that
the voluntary aspects of reporting to the third-party managed NPSRS might tend
to separate the plant managers from information which should come directly to
them from operational personnel. There were also some concerns that the
reports from the NPSRS could be subject to delays between receipt and
publication and, hence, might not be timely enough to aid the NRC to meet
their allegation tracking requirements or to help in resolving potential
utility in-plant problems. Nevertheless, the need to preserve reporter
anonymity is crucial to the success of the NPSRS (cf. Section 4.2.4).
Isolation of the reporters from utility management and the NRC appears to be
an essential element for assuring reporters that ,their anonymity will be
preserved. The potential benefits of the third-party management concept, as
noted below, would seem to outweigh the costs of delays in info rmation
transfer and some apparent separation between utility management and
operational personnel.

The choice of the type of organization that would make the most
effective manager of the NPSRS is a somewhat subjective matter. On one hand,

a knowledgable, unbiased federal government agency could provide a measure of
apparent public support for the system. However, such an organization would
inherently be subject to budgetary vagaries and public demands for information
from the NPSRS data bank that might jeopardize the capability of the
organization to protect the reporter's anonymity (the fundamental reason for
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which the organization was selected in the first place). On the other hand, a
non-government organization (possibly a non-pro fit ) with personnel having
extensive experience in the nuclear power industry, which also had a strong
reputation for independence and objectivity, would also be acceptable to most
people in both industry and the NRC as a third-party manager for the Sys tem.
One possibly advantage of a non-government organization is that it would not
be directly subject to arbitrary demands for releasing data from the System
that might jeopardize the confidentiality of the data base and the anonymity
of reporters,

i

| The third-party manager organization (whatever type of agency it was)
! would have to be staffed with personnel who have broad and extensive
| backgrounds in nuclear power plant operations. Moreover, the manager of the

organization should have an outstanding reputation of his or her own in the
nuclear industry that would project a public image of strength, independence
and capability for the organizati on. A relatively small organization would
probably be adequate to provide for the initial implementa tion of the
program. It appears that a total of about 10-15 full-time equivalent
technical staff members would be sufficient for implementing the system
initially (ct, Ref. 1, Sections 2.9 and 2.10).

4.2.2 Reporters

What types of nuclear industry personnel should be encouraged to
submit reports to the NPSRS? What nuclear plant on-site personnel are
acceptable? What off-site personnel categories?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, ASRS, and NASA personnel. Interview results were supplemented
with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of information
related to the ASRS and EPSRS data gathering systems.

It should not be necessary to preclude anyone from submitting reports
to the NPSRS. All types of operational and administrative personnel from
nuclear plants and u tilities should be encouraged to report sa fe ty-rela ted
incidents to the Syntem. However, no explicit attempts should be made to
encourage non-nuclear layman plant visitors or NRC personnel to report through
the System. Nevertbeless, NRC personnel should be permitted to submit reports
to the NPSRS for incidents which they believed might not otherwise be included
in the System's data base assuming that they had reported in parallel--

through their regular NRC channels. NPSRS staff analysts would have to draw
,

upon their back& rounds and er}.ertise to evaluate the significance and
relevance of reports submitted to the System in order to put them in their
proper perspective.

4.2.3 Repotts

What restrictions, if any, should be imposed upon the kinds of
reports submitted to the NPSRS? Are reports related to the following subjects
acceptable: Utility or plant administrative or operational policios? Quality
of supervision? Working conditions? Quality of management? Are reports on
positive, accident preventive human actions, outs tanding plant procedures,
etc. appropriate for solicitation in a NPSRS?
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Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, . ASRS, NASA, DOT, and GA0 personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS, NPSRS, and other human performance data
gathering systems.

Nuclear plant operational personnel indicated that they felt strongly
that many safety-significant near-miss incidents were not being reported to
the NRC. Theae potentially unreported incidents were categorized as events
where the efforts of plant operational personnel may have prevented a
potentially significant event from escalating to the level where a report to
the NRC would have been required. Most of these incidents were felt to
involve significant aspects of human behavior that could be important to those
who are responsible for understanding and modeling human performance. The
operational personnel indicated that the NPSRS would furnish a very useful and
desirable mechanism for reporting near-miss incidents of this type.

Thus, it does not appear to be advisable to place restrictions on the
acceptability of any dategories of subject material that sight be reported to
the NPSRS, as long as reporters believed the information to be important enough
to justify its submittal. However, there are clearly several categories of
information for which reporters' viewpoints could tend to be subjective, such
as those related to plant policies or quality of supervision. For evaluating

incidents on these subjects, it would be necessary to select analysts for the
system with extensive backgrounds in nuclear power plant operation, who are
capable of exercising good, solid judgement. These capabilities would be
essential to place reports on subjective material in their proper perspective
relative to other safety-related information/ data.

In interviews with utility managers, concerns were expressed about
potentially specious (or improperly motivated) reports that might be submit-

|
ted to the NPSRS. The managers were concerned that such reports might be sent '

in by individuals with a variety of motivations. For example, managers were
concerned that reporters might be trying to avoid being terminated from con-
struction jobs, or that they might be attempting to sway public (or NRC)
opinions with respect to union or job-security-related goals or objectives by
reporting incidents that were rot really significant to plant safety.

To gain data on '.'o ; terctial for improperly motivated reporting to
the NPSRS, ASRS inter <i'~ee sere questioned about their experience with
reports of this sort. "T d. staff members acknowledged that some improperly
motivated reports may have been submitted to their System from time-to-time.
However, the ASRS personnel believe that reports of this type have not had a
significant impact on the collective data in the ASRS data bank for several
reasons. First, they observed that the ASRS staff analysts routinely comment
upon the veracity and motivation of reporters in the section of the ASRS
analysis forms set aside for analyst's observations. Secondly, these comments
are based upon interviews with repo rters . In tha interviews, the ASRS staff
analysts specifically inform the reporters that their allegations will not be
individually (or collectively) published unless they are deemed by the ASRS to
be of safety significance and to be broadly applicable to the industry.
Consequently, the ASRS analysts have indicated that the reporters who might
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have been engaged in such actions become discouraged about submitting reports
that are improperly mo tivated. No individual is known to have repeatedly
submitted such reports to the ASRS. Similar actions on the part of NPSRS
staff analysts could also discourage those who might submit improperly
motivated reports to the NPSRS.

It would be useful to solicit reports of a posit,1ve nature about
outstanding plant procedures, or about incidents that prevented accidents, or
led to safety improvements within the plants, or that heightened the safety
awareness of individuals. Such reports would probably require special
categorization in the NPSRS taxonomy and might te particularly useful for
reporting to the community as NPSRS newsletter items. It should be notod that

,

a substantial fraction of the reports received by the ASRS (perhaps as high as
| 30 percent) have been determined to be " positive" reports.
|

( 4.2.4 Motivational Incentives to System Support: Reporter Anonymity
;

How effective and important would the prospect of anonymity be to
'

potential reporters as an inducement for voluntary submission of reports to
the NPSRS?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, ASRS, NASA, DOT, and GA0 personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS, NPSRS and other human performance data
gathering systems.

Reporter anonymity appears to be an essential element of a successful
voluntary, human performance reporting system. On occasion, nuclear
operational personnel have been informed by their managers that their jobs
will not be jeopardized by filing reports with management about safety-related
incidents to which they may have contributed in some fashion. However, the
potential reporters appear to have an intuitive belief that if their names
become associated with an incident which appears to reflect poorly on their
job performance they will ultimately suffer from it. Contrary to the opinions
of utility management, potential reporters indicated that in spite of the
inherent professionalism of operational personnel, professionalism alone would
not be a sufficient motivation for reporting if the reporters' indentities
could be connected with an incident.

Alert Reports (cf, Section 3.4.2) appear to have a potential for
compromising the anonymity of reporters if they were indiscriminately
published. As noted subsequently in connection with Section 4.2.16, most of
the NPSRS incident reports will not meet the criteria for publication of Alert
Reports. The current information transfer channels of the NRC and utilities
will provide individual plants and the NRC with descriptions of the majority
of the significant safety-related problems in the plants. In those relatively
rare instances where a significant incident was not reported through regular
NRC channels, but was reported to the NPSRS, procedures have been recommended
for preparing and publishing Alert Reports that would minimize the potential
for loss of reporter anonymity (see also, Ref.1, Section 2.7).
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A number of interviewees expressed concern about maintaining the
integrity and confidentiality of the NPSRS data base itself. In particular,
plant operational personnel expressed universal concern about this problem.
They indicated that they were worried about attempts that might be made to
obtain and publish individual incident reports that were submitted to the
NPSRS. The potential reporters (as well as other interviewees from all
aspects of the nuclear community) felt strongly that the NPSRS should be
implemented in a manner that would prevent anyone from arbitrarily obtaining
individual reports for their exploitation, irrespective of the motives of the
person attempting to gain access to the reports. Loss of reporters' anonymity
through this mechanism could have very damaging repercussions to the NPSRS.

The NPSRS has been designed as a long-term source of analyzed, human
factors data rather than a supplementary allegation tracking system for the
NRC. The NRC's allegation tracking system requires the person submitting the
allegation to provide his identification along with the details of the
incident to the NRC. In light of these requirements, the NPSRS would not
appear to be a useful adjunct to the NRC's allegation tracking endeavors.
Information identifying the utility, power plant, or individuals associated
with an incident that had been reported to the NPSRS would not ordinarily be
provided to the NRC by the NPSRS. Serious damage to the credibility of the
NPSRS could result from failure to preserve reporter anonymity. In those
instances where the safety-significance threshold for preparation of an Alert
Report about an incident had been crossed, the responsible parties would have
to carefully weigh the potential benefits of such a publication in relation to
the potential damage that might result to the viability of the NPSRS from the
publicity that might accompany the loss of anonymity for a reporter.

4.2.5 Motivational Incentives to System Support: NRC Warranty of Limited
Immunity to Reporters and the Feedback of System Results

How effective would the prospect of ~eceiving a grant of limited
immunity from NRC regula tory enforcement actions be as a motivational
mechanism to an individual for reporting to the NPSRS? How important would it
be for the NPSRS to show its usefulness to the nuclear community by feeding-
back System results to reporters?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and

; staff members, ASRS, NASA, and DOT personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with da ta gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS and NPSRS data gathering systems.

There are apparently several important personality characteristics
that would motivate individuals to report to the NPSRS. These motivational
mechanisms include professionalism, concern for individual and societal
safety, and a variety of other individual characteris tics. As a supplement to
these characteristics, potential reporters stated that a limited warranty of
individual immunity from punitive action on the part of the NRC for an
inadvertent violation of Commission regulations would also be a significant
factor in motivating support for the NPSRS. The ASRS attributes the
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motivation for submission of about one-half of their reports to the FAA's
limited warranty of immunity (one application of the FAA's warranty of
immunity is permitted to a reporter in a five-year period). It was nearly

'

universally agreed by all interviewees that a similar warranty from the NRC of
limited individual immunity would be a worthwhile motivational feature for
obtaining a reporter 's support for the NPSRS. Interviewees from the NRC's
Office of the Executive Legal Director (ELD) stated that since a precedent for
such a warranty already existed in " whistle-blower" regulations, the
Commission would probably be receptive to application of such a concept to the
NPSRS.

|

l As indicated, professionalism, concern for individual and societal

| sa fe ty , and the welfare of their nuclear industry would also be strong

| motivators for encouraging operational personnel to report to the NPSRS. To
permit characteristics such as these to be ftlly effective as motivators fori

reporting, results of the implementation of the System must be apparent to the
operational personnel. If the operators are to be aware of NPSRS activities,
there must be direct feedback between the System and p'o ten tial reporters.
This type of feedback would be provided through publication of an informal
newsletter (as described in Saction 3 7) and through the annus; NPSRS training
sessions that utilities would be required to conduct (cf, Ref. 1, Section

2.2.3). Potential reporters that were interviewed indicated that this type of
feedback of the results of their efforts would have an important motivational
effect on their support of the System.

4.2.6 Motivational Incentives to Sys tem Suppo rt: Mitigation of Sanctions
Against Utilities

How far should the concept of grants of limited individual immunity
from NRC regulatory enforcement actions be extended? Would a limited grant of
immunity to the nuclear electric utility for which a reporter worked be
required? Or would an NRC policy of mitigating sanctions against utilities be
needed to provide them with sufficient motivation to support the System and to
ensure that they would not penalize their employees for filing incident
reports?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members., ASRS and NASA personnel. Interview results were supplemented
with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of information
related to the ASRS and NPSRS data gathering systems.

Utility support of the NPSRS would be an important feature both for
motivating reporters and for success of the system. The relatively small size
of tha nuclear industry and the provincialism of a nuclear plant could make it
difficult to prevent repercussions from occurring to reporte rs without the
support of their utilities. In order to provide an incentive for utility
support of the NPSRS, operational personnel indicated in interviews that the
NRC should extend some limited warranty of immunity to utilities (or assurance
of potential mitigation of civil penalties) for po tential regulatory
infractions associated with incidents reported to the NFSRS. Such benefits to
the utilities were seen as being needed to motivate the utilities to support
the NPSRS concept and to persuade them not to take re tribution against
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reporters in the event that publication of an individual's report on an
incident was necessary.

Apparently, a warranty of complete immunity to utilities for reported
incidents would not be desirable from the s tandpoint of either the utilities
or the NRC. However, an NRC policy of mitigation of sanctions for potential
regulatory violations where the utility could demonstrate vigorous support of
the NPSRS would apparently have a beneficial effect on utility attitudes
toward for the System. Some utility managers stated that if the NRC extended
a policy of limited mitigation of its punitive actions for potential
regulatory violations that might be reported to the NPSRS, such support would
be forthcoming. If such a policy were implemented, it was s ta ted that
supporting utilities would be unlikely to exact retribution on reporters.

As a necessary demonstration of NPSRS support, utilities should
provide evidence that they were making an active effort to foster human factor
improvements in plant sa fe ty. Such demonstrations of active utility support
for the NPSRS should include evidence that regularly scheduled, annual training
sessions were being held in the plant for educating and motivating the support
of operational personnel. The utility should demonstrate that they were making
blank NPSRS incident report forms available to employees under non-threatening
conditions in several convenient locations within the plant. As evidence of
this, the utility should show that they had clearly identified a non-management
individual who was responsible for maintaining an adequate supply of the blank
NPSRS reports. The utility should also demonstrate that they regularly updated
the NPSRS organization with respect to the name, address, and local telephone
number of the designated individual. In addition to this external evidence of
utility support to the NPSRS, reporters from the plant should be encouraged to
communicate evidence of subsequent discrimination against them (if any should
occur) to the NPSRS and NRC for investigation.

Interviews with NRC staff members from the Offices of ELD and I&E
have indicated that a precedent may exist ' for establishing a policy of mitign-
tion of penalties for utilities for prompt self-reporting and correction of
potential violations of NRC regulations (cf, Ref. 10, 10 CFR Part 2. App. C).
It appears that if such a policy were applied to incidents repo rted to the
NPSRS, it could have substantial positive bene fits for both utility and
operational personnel support for the NPSRS. A suggested outline of an NRC
policy statement describing the relationship between the NPSRS and the NRC is
presented in Appendix D.

4.2.7 System Oversight and Evaluation Committee

How important would it be to have a top-level independent advisory
committee for oversight and evaluation of NPSRS activities? What should the
characteristics of its membership be?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, ASRS, NASA, DOT, and CAO personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with da ta gathered from re trospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS and NPSRS data gathering systems.
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An independent advisory committee would be an important element of
the implementation and continued operation of the NPSRS. The ASRS and FAA
interviewees all expressed the opinion that one of the most important actions
taken by NASA at the time of the initiation of the ASRS was the establishment
and selection of an advisory committee for their system. The NASA committee
has eleven members who represent a cross-section of senior representatives of
the professional organizations, aircraft manufacturers , etc. within the
aviation community. Members have a nominal tenure on the committee of three
years plus a potential one-year extension. Interviewees from the ASRS and
their advisory committee believe that the advisory committee has served the
aviation community and the ASRS well. The committee members have been strong

supporters of the ASRS. Under the committee 's oversight, the independence and
integrity of the ASRS have been ensured. The ASRS Advisory Committee has

| considerable political influence as well as technical oversight. With its

| political influence, the committee has helped keep the funding for the system

| adequate, even in years when budget problems could have been severe.

Like the ASRS advisory committee, the NPSRS advisory committee should
represent a broad cross-section of the nuclear community. The committeei

should include members with backgrounds in nuclear power plant ope rations ,
ins trumentation and control, health physics, reactor manufacturing, academi-
cians, professional organizations, EPRI, INPO, designated legal representatives
for operational personnel, as well as an NRC representative. Opinion leaders
from within the nuclear power community and those persons widely recognized
for their pro fessional compe tence should be celected for membership on the
NPSRS advisory committee. A committee of about the same size as the ASRS
advisory committee (7-11 members) was recommended by interviewees with nominal
tenures of about three years (also similar to the ASRS committee). The
committee would be organized initially by the NPSRS third-party manager on the
basis of nominations from the principal organizations in the industry (such as
those listed above).

4.2.8 NRC Liaison Organization

Which organization within the NRC should have the liaison responsi-
bility for the NPSRS? What staff qualifications (backgrounds and numbers)
would be appropriate for the liaison function?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
NRC managers and staff members.

Considering the breadth of interests and variety of objectives for
using human fac tors data represented by the NRC staff members (cf. Section
4.2.18) it would appear advisable to select a liaison office that could
encourage and support the NPSRS to maintain diverse interests (and perhaps to
expand the scope of its investigation to include incidents in other regulated
parts of the nuclear fuel cycle besides light-water power reactors alone).
The office should report at a high organizational level within the NRC. A

program office within the Office of Analysis and Evalua tion of Operational
Data ( AEOD) or the Office of Research (RES) was most often recommended by the
NRC staff members as an appropriate potential location for a liaison office
given these considerations. Of 18 NRC staff members interviewed, about
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one-third suggested the RES would represent their interests most effectively;
about one-fifth recommended a program office in the AE0D; the remainder
recommended offices in the I&E, the OIA, or had no particular preference.

4.2.9 System Implementation Mechanisms

How should the responsibility for implementing the NPSRS be
trans ferred from the NRC (the funding agency) to a third-party operational
agency? What steps should be taken to publicize, educate, and generally make
users aware of the implementation and continuing operation of the NFSRS?

Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with
plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives, NRC managers and
staff members, ASRS, NASA, DOT, and GA0 personnel. Interview results were
supplemented with data gathered from retrospective and internal analyses of
information related to the ASRS and NPSRS data gathering systems.

If the NPSRS were implemented, the transfer of the responsibility
from the NRC to a third-party management organization could be accomplished
with a Memorandum-of-Agreement or Memorandum-of-Undoratanding (or Statement of
Work in case of a non-government organization) that would be prepared a 1
implemented with the selected third-party operational manager. lihen this was
completed, the NPSRS could then be initiated essentially immediately. An
annual budget should be allocated to publicity for the NPSRS. It should be
recognized that publicity will be important to the NPSRS not only for
initiation of the System but also for i ts longer-term life span. These
publicity efforts should include NPSRS publications and an NRC mandated
training program (to be conduc ted on an annual basis) in all nuclear power
plants. At these training sessions (part of the regular plant training
program for operational personnel) materials that were developed by the NPSRS
staff would be presented and distributed to the utility personnel. The |

training session would describe the Sys tem 's functions, its interfaces with
the NRC and the nuclear community, and would emphasize the importance of the
NPSRS the NRC in maintaining industrywide sa fety consciousness (cf, Ref. 1,

Section 2.8.3).

4.2.10 System Forms and Procedures

Are the s pecifica tions , forms, and procedures that have been
developed for the NPSRS adequate for implementation by someone other than the
system developer?

The adequacy of the NPSRS Incident Report fo rm, Administrative Lo g,
Analyst Action form, Taxonomy, and Taxonomy Da ta Collection form, and the
procedures for completing the forms were assessed from writteu reviews
submitted by the participants in the NPSRS Operability Demonstration as well
as by comments from interviews with ASRS, utility and NRC personnel.

Essentially all of the participants in the Operability Demonstration
felt that the existing forms and procedures were adequate for performing the
functions described in them. Some constructive suggestions were made by the

i participants with respect to each of the forms and procedures. Their comments
have been incorporated as revisions into the forms and procedures as presented

; in the Appendices to the NPSRS Implementation and Operational Specifications
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(Ref. 1). Thus, it appears that the forms and specifications that have been
developed would be adequate for implementation by a third-party manager.

4.2.11 System Personnel Requirements

What skills and personality characteristics would be needed by NPSRS
personnel? By the program manager? By the staff analysts? By editorial and
support staff members? What training needs and additional support needs would
be projected for the NPSRS and its staff members?

To obtain data to evaluate this issue, Operability Demons tration
participants were cycled through all significant NPSRS staff assignments. The

| participants prepared written comments on the results of their assignments and

| were interviewed along with personnel from the ASRS, several utilities and the
NRC with respect to their perceptions of NPSRS s ta ff skill needs and
background requirements.

The Operability Demonstration participants all agreed that broad and
extensive backgrounds in nuclear power plant operations were the most signifi-
cant skill requirements for NPSRS staff members. For the program manager's
position, an effort should be made to find a practicing attorney with an
engineering background and the needed plant operational background. Both
legal and technical skills are needed for screening and evaluating reports as
they como into the system. If the program manager was selected fo r his
technical background alone, a lawyer should also be retained as a consultant
to aid in legal evaluation of the incoming reports.

Systems analys ts should be chosen with both broad technical back-
grounds in nuclear plant operations and specialized skills in areas such as
plant maintenance, chemistry, health physics , licensing, etc. Human fac tors
skills would be important for analys ts . However, on-the-job training would
probably be more effective for developing human factor skills in the staff
analysts than it would be for developing nuclear operational skills in people
without an appropriate technical background. Based upon experience in the
ASRS, about six months of on-the-job training would probably be needed before
the analysts achieved reasonably high proficiency at their tasks. In addition
to the basic NPSRS staff members ' described above, an editor, a staff research
analyst, word processing support, and a librarian would be needed for the
System when it. achieved full implementation. Some experience with the nuclear
power industry would be useful to these staff members, but would not be
essential.

4.2.12 System Facility Requirements

What office facilities , space, equipment, reference materials, and
other resources would be needed to implement and operate a NPSRS?

Data to address this issue were obtained through a week-long
Operability Demons tra tion of the pro totypal NPSRS, through re trospec tive
analyses of ASRS facility and staffing requirements, through internal analyses
of the NPSRS specifications (Ref. 1), and through interviews with ASRS, and
DOT personnel, utility representatives and NRC staff members.
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A nominal amount of space (on the order of 100 square feet per office)
would be needed for private offices for the program manager and for individual
staff analysts. Analysts need privacy for conducting telephone interviews
with reporters. If part-time staff members were used as analysts by the NPSRS,
some office sharing could be possible but privacy for interviewing would--

still be essential. A conference room for staff meetings and meetings with
visitors would also be needed for the System. In addition, a room for a
library where reference material would be available for the analysts would be
important. The library should contain reference material such as NRC regula-
tions (e.g. ,10 CFR Chapter 1) and regulatory guidelines, as well as up-to-date
plant descriptions and technical specifications for U.S. nuclear power plants.
(A total of about 1600 to 2000 square feet of office space would evidently meet
the initf al and probable growth requirements for the NPSRS staff.)

A computer terminal (or netted microcomputers) in the staff analyst
offices that permitted interactive preparation of incoming report assessments
would be useful for expediting data processing. The normal complement of
office equipment such as desks, chairs, pens, pencils, note pada, telephones,
etc. would also be essential for system implementation. A complete inventory
of NPSRS requirements for personnel, facilitics, logistics and other resources
is presented in Reference 1, Section 2.

4.2.13 System Cost Estimates

How much will it cost to implement the NPSRS? How does this compare
with operational expenses of similar voluntary safety reporting systems such
as the Aviation Safety Reporting System?

Some utility managers expressed concerns about potential costs of
NPSRS implementation and operation. To resolve the issue, a retrospective
analysis of the ASRS costs of operation was conducted in order to provide a
basis for estimates of the cost of implementing the NPSRS. Costs have been
evaluated based upon draft information on ASRS historical operational expense
experiences for an initial implementa tion period and upon their experiences
for a longer-term steady-state operational period (Ref.12).

The first 25 months of ASRS operation from April 1976 through May 1978
were spent in design, implementation, and evaluation of their system. The
total cost of system operation during this approximately two-year implements-
tion period was $401,015 (Ref. 12). Approximately 70 percent ($280,000) of
the total operational expense during this period was associated with taxonomy
development, computer selection and acquisition, and development and testing
of computer data base management software to use in evaluating the codified
results of report analyses. Over $200,000 of this portion of the costs was
expended on the development and testing of the computer data base management
sof tware. The training of analysts and preliminary preparation and testing of
operational procedures cost $50,220 (about 12.5 percent) of the total expenses
during this initial period. At the conclusion of the period, the review and
analysis of the procedures, taxonomy, and data processing methods cost another
$50,615 (about 12.6 percent of the total incurred expenses during the initial
system development period).
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Relative to NPSRS development at this time, probably about one-half
of the work associated with the initial ASRS system design, implementation,
and development has already been performed during the initial design, evalua-
tion, and prototypal testing period for the NPSRS. Thus, a substantial amount

of system design, testing, and implementation planning has already been per-
formed in the initial studies for the NPSRS and should not require repetition
during a system implementation period.

During the subsequent 35 months of ASRS operation (June 1978 through
March 1981) the total costs of the system operation were $4,942,050 (Ref.12).
During this approximately three year period, about 24,000 reports were submit-
ted and processed by the system. The costs of processing the reports during,

| this period were $2,657,120 (about 54 percent of the total operational costs),
or about $110 per report. About 60 percent of these report processing costs
($1,552,000) were associated with analysis of the reports (i.e., processing
them for entry into the data base, and actually entering the reports into the
data base). During this period, the cost for the preparation, publication,
and distribution of major technical studies of the contents of the ASRS data
bae were about $1,352,000 (or about et percent of one total operational costs

. a systems). The remaining 19 percent of the total operational cost was
{ associated with educational activities (about $184,000), processing special |

| requests for data base analyses (about $280,000), and preparing and issuing
i

Alert Bulletins (about $68,000). About 76 percent of the total expense of
f operation was stated to be associated with " direct" costs and the remaining 24
j percent of the expense was attributed to " distributed" costs.
! ,

t More recent costs were estimated in terms of a functional breakdown !

1 (Ref.12) for the seven-month period, June 1984 through December 1984. Extra- [
I polating the estimated partial 1984 costs to a full-year period suggests that |
) 1984 total annual costs should be about $1,400,000. Within these projections !

i of total 1984 operational expenses, the estimated cost of report process'ing is '

j $420,000; of data base administration / operation is $250,000; of research is
! $130,000; of report and information publication is $210,000; and of management /
; facilities / equipment is $400,000. Based on the seven-month results, about

7000 incident reports are estimated to have been submitted to and processed by
the ASRS staff during 1984. Combining the first three elements of the;

: projected annual cost breakdown suggests a total cost for processing reports
during this period of about $100/ report (or nearly the same relative cost as'

| was incurred during the earlier reporting period).
| i
; It appears that operational costs for the NPSRS might be quite similar

~

to those for the ASRS if the NPSRS was fully operational -- or about $1.5 to'

$2 million. A major factor in the low overhead costs of the ASRS has been the (4

utilization of retired, highly experienced pilots and flight controllers as ;

j system analysts who were employed by ASRS as consultants with a very low
i resultant overhead. During the 60-month period of operation reviewed above |

|
(1976-1981) nearly 100 individuals worked on the project with total hours

; corresponding to a full-time equivalent staff of about 14 persons. If the

i system analysts had been actual employees of the ASRS instead of relatively
; independent consultants, operational costs "would have been much higher" [
i according to the ASRS (Ref. 12). The average ASRS staffing level is quite

similar to the projected staff requirements for the NPSRS (Ref.1, Section 2).
i

k
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This again suggests that estimated cos ts for the two systems may be quite
similar, especially if retired nuclear plant operational personnel could be
re tained to act as NPSRS analysts on a consultant basis similar to the
arrangements used by the ASRS.

4.2.14 Reliability of Task Frequency Estimates

Will NPSRS reporters be able to make reliable estimates of how
frequently they perform the tasks that led to the incident being reported?
Could these estimates be used as a basis for PRA estimates of human
reliability for such tasks?

Data to address this issue were collected as part of the Operability
Demonstration. For the incident reports submitted for analysis in the Oper-
ability Demonstration, the reporters were asked to estimate how frequently the
task which led to the reported event would be performed during normal opera-
tions at their nuclear power plant. Subsequently, the systems analysts fo r
the Operability Demonstration were asked to examine the frequency estimates
provided by the reporters for the simulated incidents and indicate if they
agreed or disagreed with the stated task frequencies. In instances where they
disagreed, they were also asked to explain their reasons for disagreement.

In the resultant direct assessments of task frequency estimates, the
analysts agreed with the reporters' estimates 90 percent of the time. In the
relatively infrequent circums tances (only ten percent of the estimates) where
the reporters and ar.alysts disagreed, no identifiable systematic trend towards
higher or lower frequency projections could be detected.

These results suggest that reporters can (and probably will) make
reasonably reliable task frequency estimates in their reporta . The results
also suggest that the frequency estimates for incidents reported to the NPSRS
can be a viable and relatively reliable means of projecting the frequency of
opportunities for particular events to occur. Thus, NPSRS reports can be
expec ted to furnish evidence supporting (in part) an evaluation of both the
numerator and denominator of human reliability estimates for sa fe ty-rela ted
incidents in nuclear power plants.

! 4.2.15 Reliability of Incident Analyses

If several NPSRS analysts were asked to process the same incident7

report using NPSRS forms and procedures, how much similarity would exist
between their independently produced data summaries?

Da ta to address thin inaue were collected as part of the Operability
Demonstration. The five analysts participating in the Operability Demonstra-
tion were each tasked with the assosoment of a set of nine identical input
reports of simulated incidents (cf, Appendix B). The products resulting from
the analysta' individua interviews with reportera and their analyses of the

; reported incidents were examined to determine the degree of agreement (reli-
ability) between each element of their data summary forms. The reliability
results are summarized in this section and presented in more de tail in
Appendix C.
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The Taxonomy Data Collection forms prepared by each of the five
analysts from the results of their report analyses and reporter interviews were
compared on an item (field) by item basis for all nine of the input incident
reports. Fifty-five separate fields were coded for each report, and the five
analysts each coded the same nine reports (cf, Appendices D and E of Reference
1 for the fields and elements of the Taxonomy Data Collection Forms). All
told, there were 495 items (55 fields times nine reports) or opportunities upon
which the five analysts could agree or disagree in their selections. An inder

of the reproducibility of the coding of these items was generated by examining
the level of consensus achieved between analysts in their coding of each of the

495 items. This inder of reproducibility for any field could assume any value

between one and five. That is, in instances where all five analysts agreed
; about the coding of an item, the inder's value was five. In instances where

none agreed, the inder was assigned a value of one (the logical equivalent of
each person agreeing only with themselves).

An example is shown of the reliability obtained in the codification
of the Performance Shaping Factors for the incidents analyzed, a Leld where
the analysts were required to apply their own judgment. In Field No. 37
(cf, Ref.1. Appendir D) the analysts were required to evaluate the performance
shaping factors that exercised fundamental influences on human actions taken
in the incident. The analysts were required to choose from among 45 possible
options in this field of the taxonomy in' order to determine the one they felt
best described the specific performance shaping factor for the event they were
coding. The agreement results are graphically presented in Figure 3 For this
relatively difficult field to evaluate, the following results were obtained,

i o In no instance did all five analysto agree on the choice of the
I most significant performance shaping factor.

o In only one instance, 11 percent of the reports, did at least
four analysts agree.

o In 45 percent of the reports, at least three analysts agreed.
o Eighty-nine percent of the time at least two analysts agreed.

An overall summary of the level of agreement reached by the analysts
for the coding of all 55 fields in each of the nine reporto appears in

; Figure 4. The integrated results for all nine reports were as follows:

o Thirty-sir percent of the time the analys ts agreed unanimously
about the coding the fields.

o Fifty-six percent of the time at least four analysts acreed
.

about the field codings. I
4

o Seventy-five percent of the time there was agreement between at
least three of the analysts about the coding of the fields.

o Ninety percent of the time at least two analysts agreed about !
the codification of the fields,

o In only ten percent of the canes did the analysto find they |
could not come to any internal agreement about the coding of the '

fields.
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Thus, a reasonable degree of reliability has been shown for novice
system analysts when they were using the draft forms and procedures prepared
for the NPSRS program (cf, Ref. 6) to process incident reports. As noted,
when all entries in the Taxonomy Data Collection forms for all nine reporta
are considered, four of the five analysts agreed over half of the time about
the coding. With the editorial improvemento that have been made in the forms
and with the additional formal and on-the-job training recommended for the
actual Systems analysts, the degree of agreement between independent analyoes
of the same incidents would be expected to improve substantially.
Approximately six months is needed for ASRS analysts to achieve their maximum
levels of productivity and report processing reliability.* Similar lengths of
time would probably be required for NPSRS analysts.

4.2.16 The Usefulness of Published Incident Reports and Their Implications
to Reporter Anonymity

Would NPSRS reports still contain useful information if identifying
data had been deleted to protect the anonymity of reporters? Which of the
data items in the NPSRS input report that might compromise the identity of
reporters could be removed from the report without compromising its usefulneas?
What is the potential impact of the Alert Report concept on the NPSRS?

To determine which, if any, of the items in a published incident re-
port might compromise the identity of the reporter, interviewa were conducted
with representatives from the ASRS, the NRC, utility management, and from
representative plant operational personnel. Interviewees were shown an example
of a completed NPSRS report form and asked to specify which items on the form
might compromise the identity of the reporter if a published summary of the
single report (i.e., an Alert Report) were made available to them or to others.

On the basis of the example NPSRS incident report used in the inter-
views, it appeared that virtually any of the data contained in the report form
pertaining explicitly to the reported incident could compromise the identity of
the reporter. This appeared to be a particularly difficult problem if the re-
port was published without being co-mingled with data from other reports. The
principal complication in preserving the anonymity of the reporter has to do
with the limited number of nuclear power plants in the country (less than 90),
the relative uniqueness of most of them, and the closeness of working relation-
ships in the operational plants. It was generally agreed that with a little
detective work plant managers would be able to determine whether a report had
originated from within their plant, if they were exposed to the glat of the
incident scenario. Moreover, plant managera felt they would be able to make a
good estimate of who the individual was that was involved in the incident, even
if the da ta were subjected to intensive deidentification before publication.
Almost any of the data items that were annociated with the description of a
particular incident scenario might be enough to permit a reasonably firm iden-

* Harry W. Orlady, ASRS Senior Research Scientiat, personal communication to
F. C. Finlayoon, The Aerospace Corporation, January 18, 1985.
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tification of the reporter to be made. If all of the potentially compromising
data were deleted from a single report prior to its publication by the NPSRS,
the unexpurgated data that would remain were generally perceived as being |

limited in value. Based on these observations and the concerns of potential
reporters, it would apparently be necessary to severely constrain the Alert
Report preparation / distribution procedures.

,

i

!Recommended procedures for determining whether an Alert Report would
be needed, and the mechanisms for its preparation and publication have pre-j

viously been discussed in Section 3.4.2. Fortunately, it appears that Alert
Report publication should rarely be needed. Most events with time-critical
aafe ty response requirements should be submitted to the NRC as LERs under
normal circumstances. Consequently, if the recommended Alert Report
publication procedures were followed, it should be possible for the NPSRS to

iinform the NRC and utilities about risk significant incidents (that might have
I slipped through the LER net) without excessively jeopardizing the potential ;

anonymity of reporters. '

|

4.2.17 NPSRS Interfaces with Users

Would the data produced by the NPSRS be useful to other data bases
such as the Human Reliability Data Bank (HRDB)? Would it be a useful support
to the human reliability estimates of PRA analysts and methodology developera?

f

Thia issue was assessed via a retrospective analysis ' hat involved a.

! comparison of the taxonomies used with the ERDB and with the ASES to the taxo-
nomy and data elements proposed for the NPSR3 (cf, Ref.1, Appendix D).

; At its inception, the NPSRS taxonomy (Ref. 6) was correlated with an
early form of the taxonomy developed for the HRDB (cf. Ref.13). Consequently

i the taxonomies for the NPSRS and HRDB have some strong parallela. However,
the HRDB system has not been designed to accept unprocessed human performance
data. The HRDB requires input data to be aubmitted in a preprocessed human
reliability format (i.e., one where the probability of errer per number of
task performance opportunities is explicitly specified). An a result, some

, ,

preprocessing of the NPSRS data would be required before it. could be directlya

anaimilated by the HRDB. In order to meet the current liRDB input requiremento,
the NPSRS da ta would need to be aggregated over a period of time and
assimilated into a form where estimates were made cf the frequency of data
base events and the human reliability of associated tanka. The Technical
Specifications for the NPSRS call for publicationn of such analyses of
aggregated results from the System data bue to be made on a regular bacia
(cf. Ref.1 Section 2.7).

The ASRS taxonomy and data base were examined to see how the NPSRS
taxonomy compared with the ASRS parameters. l'o th systems are designed to
identify and retain informa tion pertainirg to human performance e rrora or

1

successes that might af fec t the ca fety of their respective ayatema. Both
nyatema also attempt to relate human causal factors for incidents wi th the

,

3)
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equipment and procedures associated with the incidents. The ASRS taxonomy has
evolved over a number of years. In some ASRS taxonomy fields, several parame-
ters appear to be redundant in their descriptions of similar aspects of an
event. The lesson that the NPSRS could learn from this is to make the intro-
duction and formalization of new terms into its taxonomy subject to thorough
'eview.

The NPSRS appears to have the potential to make valuable contributions
to developers and analysts of PRAs. Useful qualitative (and some quantitative)
information on both denominator and numerator data for human reliability esti-
mates could be derived from systematic analyses of reports collected by the
NPSRS. Additionally, the System is very likely to capture information which
might otherwise be unavailable on errors in human performance in nuclear power
plants, and to identify mechanisms by which humans correct faults that may have
been introduced into the nuclear systems and by which they restore System
stability.

4.2.18 Nuclear Community Needs for Human Performance Data

How important are human performance data to nuclear power industry
personnel? To NRC personnel? How adequate are currently available sources of
data on human performance?

Data to evaluate this issue were obtained through structured
i interviews with nuclear power indus try and NRC personnel at management and

| staff engineer levels.

All of the utility and NRC personnel interviewed stated that they
were users of human performance data. Utility interviewees were generally
associated with management and higher-level supervisory ranks. Most were
responsible for top-level nuclear safety management or were associated with
conducting PRA activities for their facilities. All of the utility personnel
interviewed indicated that human performance data played an important part in
their day-to-day tanks. NRC interviewees represented various offices in the
organization including: AEOD, NMSS, ELD, I&E, NRR (personnel from the Division
of Human Factors Safety and from Allegation Management), RES (personnel from
the Division of Risk Analysia and Operations), and the EDO. The variety of
objectives and responsibilities represented by the NRC interviewees led to
identification of a wide variety of human performance data needs. These
included needs for data on the effects of quality assurance procedures that
might be applied to human performance, da ta on human performance aspects of
facility safeguardo activities, data on non-LWR plant aspects of the nuclear
fuel cycle (e.g. , fuel fabrication facilities, etc. ), da ta for development of
criteria for guard qualifications for nuclear facilities, data on root-causen
for human error-related incidents in nuclear power planto, performance-shaping
factor evaluation data, precursor event (near-miso) data for une in

probabilistic risk analysis, and " positive" reports on the relationship of
'

human reliability to particularly effective nuclear power plant ayatems and
equipment interfacou with operational personnel.
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Some NRC interviewees stated a belief that most near-misa data were
already reported to the NRC through LEES, morning reports, etc. Utility
management and some NRC staff representatives expressed the feeling that the
NPSRS might be redundant with other reporting systems in use by the NRC, as
well as potentially being redundant with systems that were being maintained by
the utilities themselves and by INF0. Those who held these opinions often
expressed the belief that most significant incidents vere being reported under
the present INPO and NRC systems and that improve =ents should be made to these
information channels before attemptirg to implement any new concepts. On the

i
' other hand, the utility managers that were interviewed stated that their in- ,

house safe ty-related incident data gtthering programs had collected substan-
i

I
tially more data (for their specific plants) than had teen submitted by them

,

t

to the NRC in LERs. These supplemental data were being analy::ed at some of
the individual plants, but neither the ana'yses nor the data are being shared
across the industry. As previously noted, however, operational perscnnel were
convinced that many near-mise events of safety significance are nat being
reported to the current NRC or utility information gathering systems.

There was broad agreement that more data and more analyses of human
' performance data were needed. Most interviewees acknowled ed that an unobtru-6

sive, voluntary, anonyraus, nonpunitive reporting system like the NFSR3 could
i be effective in recovering data on rome of the unreported incidents that may

be occurring in the industry, especially if repcrte= anonymity could be
guaranteed by the system.3

In general, it was recognized that a need also exists for repcets on'

" positive" events in the nuclear industry (i.e., incidenta or situations where
humans were able to achieve above average performance as a result of specially

j designed equipment or particularly good operating procedures, etc.).
.

4.2.19 NFSRS Implementation: An Asset or an Intrusion?

Considering the data needs and potential problems with existing human
performance data collection mechanisms, would implementation of the NPSRS be

.
accepted as an asset by the nuclear power industry? By the NRC7 By reporters?

I
Data to address these questions were obtained through interviews with

plant operational personnel, nuclear utility representatives NRC managern and
staff members.

Whether members of the nuclear industry, the NRC, and po tential
reporters viewed the possibility of implementation of the NPSRS as an asset or
an intrusion depenBed heavily upon their perceptions of the objectives and
functions of the System, as well as their own roles and responsibilitien in ;
the indus t ry. With certain caveats, nonmanagement, nuclear plant operational
personnel were strong supporters of the concept. Aside from their obvious |
concerns over potential penalties from the NRC and/or utilities for filing
reports about incidents involving human errors, the main concern of plant

,

operational personnel was that the data extracted from their reports should
result in use ful applications within the industry. Utility management

Irepresentatives had mixed responses to the question. While some managers were
opposed to implementation of the System, o thers felt that it should be
implemented and given an opportunity to demonstrate whether it could produce

i

|
'
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useful results. The managers who supported NPSRS implementation stated that
since the NPSRS was a voluntary program, they could see no obvious mechaniam
by which any unusual burdens could fall from the System onto their utilities.
In their opinions, if beneficial results were not achieved by the NPSRS in a
reasonable period of time, it could always be discontinued, NRC intervieween
were most often supportive of the NPSRS concept (with some reservationo). If

the System were implemented in accordance with the current NPSRS design and
specifications (cf, Ref. 1) many of the reservations of interviewees both in
and out of the NRC about the implementation of the System as it appeared in
its earlier draft form might be overcome. To overcome the reservations of
others, it would probably be necessary to conduct a full-ocale demonstration
of the operability of the NPSRS.

4.3 FAA, NASA, and ASRS Opinions About NPSRS Feasibility

Staff members from the ASRS, NASA, and the FAA participated as
c reviewers of draft NPSRS documents, were the subjects of structured

interviews, and served as participating obaervers in the Operability

Demonstration. The following observations summarize the opin !cr.a .xprosaed
about the feasibility of NPSRS implementation by representatives frcm these
organizations.

The personnel from the ASRS-related activities were strong supporters
of development and implementation of a voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive
incident reporting system for the nuclear power industry. Based upon their
ASRS experience, they stated that a system like the NPSRS had the potential for i

making a substantial safety contribution to the nuclear power industry of the
United States.

In the opinion of the ASRS observer to the Operability remonstration,
the NPSRS system features (including concepts, staffing, procedures and forma)
appeared to be entirely workable. With the modifications suggeoted during the
post-Operability Demonstration discussion periodo, the ASRS oboerver felt that
the NPSRS could be succenafully implemented. Planned personnel requiremento
were judged to be both reasonable and realistic.

The ASRS observer noted, however, that the institution of a voluntary,
confidential, and non-punitive incident reporting program for collecting and
assessing human performance data in the nuclear power industry inevitably
would involve new, and consequently unsettling concepts for many of the NPSRS
participants. It was observed that these new concepts would impact large por-
tions of the nuclear community including potential reporters, plant managero,
regula tory officials and perhapo othero. Implementation of the NPSRS would
require many of its participanto to modify long and potentially strongly-held
belie fs . It was noted that modification of well-established thought processen
or behavior is never easy and that so a result, conoiderable resistance to
NPSRS 1.rolementation could be expected from nome of the pa rticipan ts . It was
recommended that the NPSRS (and NRC) should conduct a carefully organized
informatiotal and educational campaign to aid nuclear community participanto
with this potential problem. Such a program should make it poonible for all
of the ratential users, and any othero who would be affected by the NpSRS, to
more fully understand the NPSRS gonio, its implementation processes, and the
implications that this new aafety reporting system would have on their day-to-

i
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!

day notivities, The ASES observer noted that this educational pregram would i
'he particularly important for those who have plant management and regula tory

enforcement responsibilities who otherwise might find the transitional period ,

of NFSPS implementatica rather difficult. ;

;

A clear and unequivocal method of providing confidentiality and mean- |
ingful isranity from potential sources of adverse consequences to reporters
was felt to be a key element for success ful implementation of the NPSRS.
Pegardless of whether the perceived threat to the reporter was frem the Nuclear !

Regulatory Commission or from acce level of utility management, the perception :

of protection from punitive action was believed to be an important element for ;

the NPSRS. If the characteristics of the nuclear power industry are such that L

| a meaningful analysis of an incident report could make it possible for the :

utility involved to be identified and could then result in the possibility of
punitive action being taken agair.st it, it was felt that the utility very |
obviously would also need some effective protection against such punitive i

actions, The content and distributicn of published " Alert Eulletina" was ,

; '

|
considered to be of particular potential sensitivity in thin regard.

! The content of the NPSRS taxonomic analysis formo was identified as i

being very important. Easd upon ASRS experience, it was felt that several )
: revisions would probably be required to the SpSRS taxonomy in the cource of -

the evolution of the System. The development of both the form and content of
j any good analytic taxonomy package was recogniced an aincat inevitably being |

an evolutionary process. |1

|
!

Finally, the ASRS participant observer at the NPSRS Operaticnal C

Demonstration made the folicwing observatient ;
i ;

"The most impressive and the single moot important observa- ,

|
tion that I made during the demonstraticn wac that I did |
not hear anything regarding the propose _d NpSRS that I hac ,

not heari many times before in discussions of the desir- !
_

4

ability, feasibility, and implementa tion cf nonpunitive ;;

incident reporting systems in aviation. This is not only ,

true in regard to the ASRS, but it in alac true in regard.

'

to the development of the confidential nonpunitive incident
.

reporting program en a major U.S. airline that was its i4

precursor.

I "In aviation we have learned a tragic and a very expensive [
1esson. 'We no longer have to kill people to learn impor-

'

tan t things about sa fe ty. ' There 10 no reason that the |

|
nuclear industry, or any other industry that is depenient
upon human behavior, should find it otherwise." (ASES

'

observations are procented in full in Appendix E.)
,

!
l i

t

!
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5.C CONCLU3ICNS ANL RECOMMENIATIONS

5.1 Feasibility Overview+

J
,

i Operational personnel indicated that they would have an inherent
'ruluctanne about submitting reports of events involving potential human erroru,

in a syster that circulated the reports through the utility management chain.

| They believed (with some justification) that a report (even a voluntary one)
calling attention to an inadvortent human error could cause their line manage-
rant to develop negative opinienn atout the reporter's competence. As a con- ,

'

sequence, they sta ted their belie f that many safety significant. near-mins :
incidents go presently unreported. Considering the apparent reluctance of
operational personnel to submit reporto on near-misa events, it to unlikely
that reports of this type that might be nubmitted voluntarily to the KPERS ;

x:uld otherwise be mutaitted to management. By failing to supp. ort a new, ;
voluntary channel of safety-related incident communication, utility sanagement ;
could be separating themselves frec more near-miss information than they might ;
receive if they were active supportero more of the concept. ;

!

In the absence of any direct experience with the actual operation of
the 1;PSHS, reporter anonymity and personal immunity from punitive actions on ;

the part of the Nhc cad utility management are legitimate concerns of opera- '

, tical personnel. Policy statements from the NBC and from utility nenagementa
!

| indicating their support of the NPSR3 and their willingness to extend warran-
ties of immunity to individuals could 60 far towards alleviating the concerns,

,
'

of operational Iersonnel. ( An exampie of a conceptual NRC policy atstement han |

been provided no Appendir E.) Hevever, the publication of an Alert Report is ;

recognized by reportern as a potential pathway for loso of individual anony-i

,

mity, Mechanisms for ccnstraining the potential for lose of ancnymity through !! such publications have been proposed in Caction 3.4.2. If the recommended pro-'

cedures were followed, only the most significant incidente reported to the
f NPSR3 would be publiobed as Alert Reports, end then only after an investigstion |' had been made to ascertain that they had not already been submitted to the NRC l

threugh conventi:nal channela. (c.f., Sectices 4.2.4, .t.2.16, and Ref. 1, 1

1 Gection 2.7). If these policies and procedures were implemented, the potential
] for loss of reporter anonymity and the broskdown of immunity could be greatly
! diminished and the chances for success of the NPSR3 correspendingly increased. i

,

.

The confidentiality of the NPSRS data baee is = co rrespondingly
important issue. In order to assure that a reporter 4 anonymity is maintained, '

i the third-party manager for the NP0h3 must be able to ccatrol .secess to the
data base. The need to annure control of access to the NPCBS data base may;

| make a ncn-government organization a good choice for a managing agency for the
; NPUES. A number of interviewees recommended consideration of a non-goverraen-
'

tal, private industry-based organization for the managing agency of the NPSRG
in order to azintain the security of the System's data base. Considering the
critical requirement for anonymity expressed by the potential reportera to the,

| Sys tem, it may to appropriate to give serious consideration to nelecting a
; non-governmental organization to manage the System (ct, Section 4,2.1),
i

e

!

,
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It appears that utility oopport for the NPSRS would be outstantially
enhanced by the adoption of an LTtC policy of mitigating sancticts en utilities
for regulatory infractions identified through NPGRE rapo rts where utility
support for the System could to demonstrated. Such utility support would play
an important role in assuring reporters that retributica would not be exacted
against them for incidents that cight be published en Alert Reports. Ja coted,
(Section 4.2.6) a precedent appears to exist in the IEC regulatione (Re f. 10,
10 CFR 2, Appendir C) that define procedures for mitiesting nanctiona ngainst
utilities for regulator;r infractions where tne utility has both voluntarily and '

promptly reported end corrected the infractions. If these policies could be
urtended to embrace mi tigation of sanctions for the utilities in ecccedacen
with the recommended prac tices for the NISRS, the chances for System eucceos

,could be substantially improved.

Preserving reporter anonymity would be very important to the succeos
of the NPSRS. For that reason, it has been re commended that synope es of ,

individual reports should only be published when all other cor.munication
channele with the NRC and the nuclear community had been foreclosed (c f.
Dections 3.4.2 and 4.2.4). In its primary mode o f ope ra tion, NFSDS reporta
should be collected and intograted over at least periods of a quarter-year an
a beeis for the trend analynoa that would be the princi;.a1 publications of the
Byeten. While Alert Esporta might be a potentially valuablo aspect of NPSES
implementation, their publication nhould not be considered the primary purpoao
of the NPSRS. ;

The concerna that the NPSRS might be expennive to operate were not
supported by the study resultn. In particular, the participonts in the
Operability Demonstration sa well ao most NRC staff memborn believed that the
reccamended support level of about 10-15 full-time equivalent NISRS ataff
membero should te sufficient to perform the operational functions of the
System. An discusaed in Geotion 4.2.13, NPSRS annual coats are projected to
be of the order of $1.5 to $2 million (ct, Rof.1, Coc tions 2 9 and 2.10).

52 Conclusione and Recommendations

Research on the NP3IiS concept wee initiated in response to concerns
that existing nuclear utility reporting nystems (e .6. , LEES , NPRLS) night not
provide the complete and candid info rmation cn hunna pe rfo rmance th.s t is
required for human reliability evaluations (e.g., in PRAs) and other human
factors research activities. Thia concern was (and is) appropriate because
existing reporting systema, for the most part, solicit information which could
be octarrassing to both individuals and utilition. Moreover, the solicited
data night conceivably represent a regulatory transgrosaica for which punitive
actione could be taken againot the reportero and/or the planta in which they

,work. F.rperiences of other industrica (e.g., civil aviation) indica te that, '

among other thingo , extensive and candid reporting of incidents where human
performance has played a significant role is dependent on the perceptions of
reporters that their knonymity in being maintained and that immunity from )
punitive action la available to them.

{

f

!
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The results of this study of the NPSRS indicate that similar concerno
exist among the opera tional personnel of the nuclear industry. As in the
aviation industry, nuclear plant operational personnel would apparently be
willing to report potentially unreported incidents, if they were confident
that their anonymity would be maintained and that both immunit'y from
regula tcry acticu and maintenance of job cecurity could be secured in como
manner.

There is evidence that some significant sa fe ty-rela ted , near-mius

incidents in nuclear pcwor plants involving importent aspects of human
behavior may presently go unreported. The NFSRS han the po tential of
accessing theae unreported incidents and providing a new and important source
of data on human ;Arfornance and reliability.

A more complete and importial data base on human behavior in nuclear
plante (incluting their successen as well as their errorr) would seem to be
very valuelle for establiahing valid performance standards and guidelines, and
establiabing a more credible bacia for developing estimates of error
probabilitse.1 for usa in reliability evaluations (e.g., the NRC's
probabilistic risk aseenament programe). The NPURS has the po ten tial fo r
previding such a data bane of candid, impartial reports of human performance.
Results of the study indicate the NFSRS would be practical to implement and
ope ra te, that it could provide useful data in significant amounts, and that it
would be broadly acceptable, if implemented in general accordance with the
operattenn1 n;ecificaticas outlined in thin roport and detailed in Pererenco 1.

In ger.eral. it aptcara that the features of the NPSBS as they have
teen finally developed in the relevant documents of this study (e.g., Ref. 1)
shou 1C overecce most of the concerns expressed by interviewees. In fact, a
significant effort has been made to resolve theos ccncerns in the current
s tructure of the WPSE3. yor example, a cerious effort han been made to ensure
that ths unonymity of reportero can be secured and maintained within the
Gyaten. Mochsnio:s hevo teen recensended for constraining publication of
Mert Reports in order to minimize its potential for itse of reporter
as nymity, while the poonittlity of publishing critically important incidenta
t.a s tsen procerved. Ar. approach has been developed and re cen. mended tha t
provideo for bo th 11mi*ed warranties of individual immunity and po tential
mitigation of vivil totiona taken against utilities.

If impletanted, the NTSES couJd apparently provide a m2mber of bene-
fits t) the nuclear comr. unity. It would provide a significant new cource of
data ond reports en cafe'.y-rolated incidents involving humano in nuclear power
plants. These reports wouti provir.e a gaantifiable banto for aseenamoot of
Lunan porfurr%re:s tv snde in events of significance to human factors designors
in plantn and would aid P2A systou ane1 nts in their efforta to nedel hunan7
impa cts cn safety-relahl incidents. "he VPURS tortnomy han teen designed to
,id entify the influencor of hsman per formonce nhaping factorg (such an the
impacts of control roots design features, the effectiveness of plant operating
procedures. and the influenceo cf Jfr.ysio-psychological footoro) on human
actions. '!he collecti're resulta frort operation of the UPURS wculd reprocent a
rich, diverso cource of addittocal data for input to usera cuch as the hur.an
factors comuni ty , THA modet develo pera, and the 11RC's proposed Ihman
Rellatil.ity De ta Bank. With thi s major new source of data, unera auch an the
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| i

!

! JHRDD vould have a better basis for mak.ing judgments with respect to the !

probability of human error contributione to accident sequencen in FRAn. Tr.e !
I

NPSRS data would also provide a subetantial ocurce of information en prcbleu |
solving mEchanisca used by humana when positive intenestico is taken by then '

;

to reduce the probability and potential severity of accidents. This very; ;

significant safety mechanisn .has been largely overlocked in PRAE na a reault j;

of uncertainties in the nethods used for trodaling the role of poeitive human ,

j intervention in mitigating the effects of accidor.ts. j

It is therefore recernended that the NRC take steps to implement tue
,

i NPSRS in fall as soon as is reaacnably pensible. Ccnailaration has teen give. !
! to the option of further field evaluations, but such resesrch io not likely to j

change the cvorall conclusiona above. The Cpersb111ty reconstration has shown !

i the fundamental workatility of the 3P3RS. Lapleme nta t10n of the Uys ten !

j without further delay will provide for an esrly atsrt on ecI2ection ar.d i
4 processing of the ir.portant data needed by hunar. perforr ance da ta users. ,
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I. ACCEPTABfLITY - USERS (Part 1)

1. Do you feel that human performance da ta are needed for maintaining or
improving the quality of safety-related procedurea in nuclear power planta?

2. If so, what kinds of human performance data do you feel are needed, and
what would you use these for?

3. How adequate do you feel the currently available human pe rfo rmance da ta
are for meeting the needs of utility safety ayatens ataff members?

4. How effective de you think a voluntary, anonymous, third-party managed
system might be in providing human performance da ta not currently

I available or not adequate?

II. CRITERIA 0F REPORT ACCEPTABILITY

1. What restrictions (if any) do you feel should be imposed upon the kinda of
reporta submitted to the NPSRS? (e.g., Would you feel uncomfortable if
reporta pertaining to the following subjects were submitted by reporters?):

Utility or plant policy? Why?

Quality of aupervision? Why?

Working conditiona? Why?

Quslity of management? Why?

2. What kinda of positive reporta might be appropriate for solicitation in a
ayatem like thia?

III. ACCEPTABLE REPORTING GROUPS

1. How broad a crosa-section of individuala nhould be encouraged to provide
reporta to the NPSRS? For example, nhould the following on-site personnel
be permitted to submit reporta?

a. Nuclear plant ope ra tional, maintenance, an fegua rda and trainer
personnel

b. N.telear adminiatrative personnel
o. Co.itractor Feroonnel
d. NRC inspector pernonnel
o. Other government personnel? (OSHA, Fed. DOE, State, Local)
f. Plant visitora

2. Should the followlqg off-site personnel be permitted to submit reporta?

a. Utility ataff
b. Utility supervinoas
c. NRC ataff (Headquartera, Regional)

A-1
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IV. THIED-PARTY MANAGER

1. How important do you feel it would be to the success of a voluntary
reporting system to have an independent, third-party manager interposed
between the reporter and the NRC and other users such as the utilities?

2. What qualities would a . third-party manager contribute to the reporting
system that wou'ld be desirable and/or beneficial? What qualities (if any)
would be undssirable from your perspective?

o Would any of the potentially undesirable qualities have a ma,jor
impact on the feasibility of the system in your opinion?

3 What kinds of qualities do you feel would be appropriate to look for when
selecting possible third-party candidates to manage the NPSRS?

4. Should the candidates be government agencies? Should they be independent
business firms, industrial concerns, academic institutions, or some other
type of organization?

5. How important do you feel it would be to have a third-party manager with
experience with nuclear power plants? If you feel it is important , how
much experience, and what kinds of experience?

6. Could you give some examples of organizations that meet the qualifications
you've stipulated that might make good third-party managers for the NPSRS?

V. ADVISORY COMMITTEE

1. How important do you feel it would be to have a top-level advisory
committee for a system like the NPSRS that incorporated industry

representatives as well as representatives of reporters, the NRC, and
other users? .

2. How many people do you suppose might be needed for the advisory committee?

3 How long do you think the tenure of committee members should be?

4. What should the backgrounds for persons on the advisory committee include?

5. How should members for the advisory committee be selected?

6. What do you see as the organizational requirecents for the advisory
committee?

VI. MOTIVATIONAL MECHANISMS FOR REPORTING --
ANONYMITY AND IMMUNITY

1. What do you think could be done to motivate people to submit reports to
the NPSRS and to otherwise use the system? (i.e., What specifically could
be done to motivate people to use the NPSRS?)

|
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2. How effective and important do you feel the prospect of anonymity would be
to reporters in inducing them to submit reports voluntarily to a system
like the NPSRS?

3 How effective and important do you feel that the prospect of receiving a
grant of limited immunity from regulatory procedures will be to potential i

NPSRS reporters?

4. If the NRC were to begin to take more direct positive actions agains t
individual operational personnel, would that change your opinion about the
importance of personal immunity as an incentive for reporting?

5. If such grants of immunity were provided, how far should they extend?
(i.e., Should they cover only the reporter or could they be extended to
cover the entire plant, or perhaps the utility?)

1

| 6. Shat kind of an effect do you think that immunity grants of this sort
I would have upon the regulatory process of the NRC7 Potential benefits?

Potential disadvantages?

7. What measures (if any) would need to be taken by the NRC to offer an
incentive to utility management to actively support a system like the
NPSRS?

VII. ANONYMITY

1. Given the example of a completed NPSRS report form, what elements do you
believe might compromise the anonymity of the reporter, if summaries of
one or more reports were available to you?

2. Could anonymity realistically be preserved with a system like the NPSRS in
which Alert Reports were fed back to selected sets of nuclear plants?

3 Anonymity of reporters has been an assumed key element of success in
encouraging them to submit reports to the system. It has the evident
advantage of providing the reporters with the feeling that they are not
jeopardizing their job security.

VIII. UTILITY OF DATA TO USERS

After having deidentified the report to protect the anonymity of the
reporter, which parts of the remaining information do you think will have the
greatest utility to the users of a NPSRS type system? Is reference to
specific hardware important? Reactor manufacturer? et cetera?

II. ACCEPTABILITY TO USERS

1. What possible problems do you see associated with a voluntary, anonymous,
third-party managed system for the nuclear utility industry? What
benefits?

A-3
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2.- Do you see a voluntary, anonymous, third-party managed system as a
potential asset or unnecessary regulatory intrusion on the nuclear utilitt
industry?

3 If you feel problems with such a system might outweigh the benefits, what
changes do you believe could be made to the concept to make it more
acceptable to the industry so that human performance data not currently
available, or not adequately available could be acquired?

4. What factors do you feel would be of greatest concern to nuclear plant
operational personnel with respect to a voluntary system like the NPSRS
for reporting safety-related incidents?

5 Would you recommend the adoption of the concept of a voluntary,
nonpunitive, third-party managed system for the nuclear utility industry?
Why?

i

|

>

i

.

.
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IRELEAR pow R SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDENT Ri, PORT

Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blar.ks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
i

name, acoress ano pnone numbers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. Will you please provide us with telephone
tuseers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
mailing address in the event that we are unable to contact you by phone.

Area code ( ll7 ) Number 4#/- f( W Best time (s)

Area code ( ) Ihamber E.cr . #Io 8est time (s)

Name di Ad dmM5 Cate of Ir.cident d44) . 4 . /T8f*
--'Mii- T Tear

Address 445% Se. furt.4e de .
h sw a . 3*4 W ol

Time cf Incident (24 hour clock) CM/ t &
Pour Plant Name d47Pd Om4TEL -I

| Except for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all identities
| cont *,ined in this report will be runoved to assure complete confidentiality.

. . - _ _ _ . _ . ... . . - .... - .. ........ ........... _ ..

Por the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an 'I" in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the b1mik(s) where appropriate. Please try not.to skip any of the questions.

'

1. Plant Type: [Kl General Electric [ combustion ngineering
,

[ ] Westinghouse [ 8abcock & Wilcox~
2. Electrical Capacity: Less than 100 MW 'X,; 500 1000 MW, , ,

100-500 MW Over 1000 MW, , , ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: bfredt. bA4
4 Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Hot shutdown Cold Shutdown

Status starsup srta aequest srio Request scia aequest
, X,, Steady State Maintenance Outage Maint. Outage Maint. Outage

, , , , , ,

, , , , , , , ,

,#, Load Changes Techntcal Spec. Req. Refueling ,
Tech. Spec. Req., ,

, Stretch Out Tech. Spec. Req., , ,

[ ] Refueline
5. Reported by: Management Maintenance

, ,

riant management necnanical,, , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, ,

Engineering Staff , Instrumentation / Controls
,

, ,

, Support Personnel Operator
neastn an rt supervisor

| ,' Contractor / Consultant |X| Licensed Control Room Operator
Chemistry Non. Licensed Operating Personnel, , ,
Oytside Inspectors

, None of the above, ,

6. Esperience in lasclear Power: 4 Scars 2. months
Emperience in present position: i years 2 months

7. Nours on Shtft X 0 2 hours
|26 hours

6 8 hours
Prior to Incident | | 8 12 hours

'

1216 hours | ' More than 16,

;)(|
40-60 hours

8, Hours on Shift in 0-40 hours 60 80 hours, ,

Week Prior to Incident
, More than 80 hours, . ,

9. If a merk related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the tast is performed (in a
month, in a year.4/- etc.) by everyone who has the responsibility for performing such tasks in theplant. times per 1/s4 e_

I D. New important do you think the incident wast (Circleonef)

h Criticalnot Important 1 2 3 4 i

11, New important is it that something be done about the incidenti (Circle one f)

h5 Criticalnot Important 1 2 3

12. narrative Gescription. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what
-- n-s, now sne problem was discovered, uhat actions were taken; and potential hazards that existed.
Istat factors contributed to the incidentf lety do you believe the incident happened? Please give B-1
suggestt<ws as to how to prevent a recurrence. (use additional space on reverse side if needed.)

. _ _ . _, __ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _



. _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

INCIDENT

During a routine control room panel walkdown my shif t supervisor found
the HPCI auxiliary oil pump control switch in the " pull-to-lock" position.
The " pull-to-lock" position prevents the aux. oil pump from starting upon
HPCI initiation and supplying the necessary control oil pressure to open the
HPCI turbine stop valve. This then made the HPCI (an ECCS system)

inoperative during power operation when required to be operable by Technical
Specifications.

My shift supervisor, assuming no one else was aware of the problem,
simply placed the HPCI aux. oil pump control switch in " auto" and continued
his panel walkdown. After conducting my own investigation, I found that the
control switch had probably been out of position since the previous day when ,

an 1&C HPCI initiation logic functional surveillance had been performed. I
said nothing to anyone about this since I did not want to get my supervisor
and the others involved (i.e., I&C personnel and other shift operators) into
trouble.

I should airo mention that besides operating with an inoperable HPCI,
Technical Specifications requires operability demonstrations to be performed
on other ECCS and safety systems when HPCI is inoperable. In addition, the

HPCI system's operability should have been demonstrated before declaring it
operable.

1. Failure of the I&C and operation personnel to follow procedure, which
contains a step requiring the control switch to be returned to " auto".

2. Failure of subsequent operations shifts to perform adequate panel

walkdowns, which would have uncovered the problem a lot sooner.

3. Failure of my shif t supervisor to report his findings and perform the
required surve111ances.

4. Failure on my part for not reporting the incident.

B-2



__ _ _ _ _

|

i SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION

1. Addition of alarm or some sort of indicative device which would alert

the operator whenever the aux. oil pump was not in the " auto" position.
2. Training for all plant personnel emphasizing the importance of:

a. following procedures,
b. reporting unsafe or questionable practices, situations, and

observations
3. Strict enforcement of the r.equirement for control room panel walkdowns.

i

B-3
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IRELEAR P0lER SAFETT REPORTING SYSTEM IICIDENT REPORT

Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promotly. Your
name, accress ano pnone numers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. W111 you please provide us with telephone
nuiters away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further cetails. Also, please provide a
mailing address in the event that we are unable to contact you by phone.

1

Area code ( .27J ) museer 750 - /C'ac- Best time (s)

Area code ( ) leumber E T- at/0 Besttime(s)

llame Ta0W B A e a:t2 Date of Incident _Jqn_) . 9 . l(K"
no. """133T Year

Address S*/ 07. Cream Ces:rr. Gn.
hLA- YMTW N NMO $r'

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) lad *30
Power Plant Jeane 30frMutsc.Jc. - A
Eacept for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or poss negligence, all identities'

contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.
- - - . . _ . ... ~ - -- _.. . . .... .. - --- - . . ~ ... . _. - .

Por the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an *1" in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blant(s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1. Plant Type: [X]6eneralElectric Combustion Engineering, ,

L J Westinghouse
. sabiock & Wilson.

2. Electrical Capacity: Less than 100 MW ><,; 500 1000 MW, ,

100-500 MW , Over 1000 MW, ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: b7W.84. bM
4. Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Hot Shutdown Cold Shutdoun

Status startup scio Request srio Request srio Request
, , , , , ,

X, 5teady State Maintenance Outa Maint. Outage Maint. Outage, , , , , ,

,#, Load Changes Technical Spec. Refueling Tech. Spec. Reg.., , , , ,

, Stretch Out Tech. Spec. Reg.
[ ] Refueling )

, .

5. Reported by: Management Maintenance
rianc nanagenent IENiiiTEIT, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, , .

| , Engineering Staff , Instrumentation / Controls, ,

Support Personne1 Operator
'

neasEn an m, supervisor4

|| Contractor / Consultant 'X,' Licensed Control Room Operator
,,

: Chemistry lion. Licensed Operating Personnel, , , ,

; ,
Outside Inspectors

,
leone of the above, ,

) 6. Emperience in lasclear Power: 7 years 8 months
Esperience in present position: 2 years as months

7. Hours on Shift | 0 2 hours 2 6 hours 'X 6-8 hours
, , , ,

Prior to Incident 8 12 hours , 12 16 hours More than 16, , , ,

W'
40-60 hours

F'8. Hours on Shift in 0-40 hours
|6000 hours

'

Week Prior to Incident More than 80 hours, ,

9. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the task is performed (in a
etc.) times pereveryone who has the responsi'J111ty for pa forming such tasks in the

month, in a year, by
VaAdLplant. 1L

10 . New tapartant do you think the incident west (Circle one 8)

h CriticalNot Important 1 2 3 4'

11. Itew important is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

h CriticalIIst Important 1 2 3 4

12 . herrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what
5-n i , now sne problem was discovered, idiat actions were taken; and potential hazards that entsted.

B-4 leist factors contributed to the incidentf neiy do you believe the incident happened? Please give
suesestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (IBe asettional space on reverse side if needed.)

_ ___. _. _ _- - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ . ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _.



- _ . ~ - . _ _ . -.- . . .- - . - - . . -

|

INCIDENT

While performing the service water pump monthly operability surveillance
a fellow control room operator violated the technical specification LCO for
drywell/ torus differential pressure. This incident was compounded by his

shift supervisor's failure to report the incident as any Technical
Specification violation should be, i.e., by log entry, personnel

notification, and event report. The shif t supervisor's rationale for his |

negligence was that since the drywell to torus vacuum breaker operability
surveillance was to be performed that same shif t anyway, it was not actually
a Technical Specification violation.

1

Cause

1. Exceeding the Drywell/ Torus Differential Pressure Limit
A primary function of the service water pump operability surveillance is

to ensure each pump is capable of providing 18000 gpm. The only flow
'

path that can accosunodate this flow rate during power operation must include
ti.e out of service REC heat exchanger. Also, the 'A' and "C" service water

i pumps will only supply the "A" REC heat exchanger and the "B" and "0" pumps

j will only supply the "B" REC heat exchanger. In addition, one REC heat

] exchanger must be kept in service at all times maintaining a very narrow

temperature band. Due to these factors, an on-line heat exchanger swap must
be performed. To perform this heat exchanger swap, one must have precise
control over heat exchanger flow. This is impossible since the heat

1

oxchanger flow control valve will pass as much as 3000 gpm, even when fully
j closed. To help combat this problem it was been common practice to station

a plant operator at the associated manual valve with headphone.; to control ,

hsat exchanger flow rate. This lack of control is the actual cause of the
D/P violation.

2. Failure to Report a Technical Specification Violation

4 Negligence on the part of all licensed operators involved.

Succested Corrective Action
1. Repair the heat exchanger flow control valves
2. In-house punitive action against all operators involved

.

B-5
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IRELEAR POER SAFETY REPORTING SYSTDi INCIDENT REPORT

Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
name, acaress ano pnone numbers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. Will you please provide us with telephone
tuseers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
mailing address in the event that we are unaole to contact you by phone.

Area code ( 397 ) Musd>er 21"I - d 2.-rf Best time (s)

Area code ( ) flumber E5cr. 4s0 8est time (s)

llame b4ae m R Oge Mftd Date of Incident Tahl . 4 . 148C"
Address te 4c M ain s=mo_n Roa.rs

44m_ caw 14en c a r t IL 7s4 517

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) O l '. '3 0
PIwer Plant Name bt.t1A(B e a,1E* '2.

Except for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all toentities
contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.
. - _. . ... ... .... .. _ ...................... . .... _ ...... ..-. ... . ...

For the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an 'X" in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blank (s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1. Plant Type: [X] General Electric ( combustion Engineering,

L j Westinghouse L Sabcock & Wilcox
2. Electrical Capacity: Less than 100 MW 'X 5001000 m, , ,

100-500 MW Over 1000 MW, , ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: eat 7tBt. EoeA4
4 Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Hot Shutdown Cold Shutdown

Status startup nrto Mequest Eric Mequest brio Mequest, , , , , , ,5teady State Maintenance Outage Maint. Outage Maint. Outage, , , , , ,

| Load Changes Technical Spec. Req. Refueling Tech. Spec. Req., , , , , , .

| , Stretch Onst Tech. Spec. Req., ,

[ ] Refueling
5. Reported by: Management Maintenance

,

riant Management Mecnanica6, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, ,

Engineering Staff
, Instrumentation / Controls
,

, ,

Support Persorriel Operator
neaign snirs supervisor, ,

Contractor / Consultant X, Licensed Control. Room ator, ,

Chemistry Mon. Licensed Operating ersonnel, , , ,

, Outside. Inspectors
, leone of tre above, ,

6. Experience in fasclear Power: k M monthsyears
Experience in present posttion: J years 2 months

7. Hours on Shift 'X' O.2 hours 2 6 hours 6 8 hours
Prier to Incident | |8-12 hours 12 16 hours | | More than 16

' '
,

'X. |'
8. Hours on Shift in O.40 hours [ 60-80 hours

| 40 60 hours L | More than 80 hoursWeek Prior to Incident
g. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the task is perforimod (in a

month, in a year, etc.) times per her.Ci/gby everyone who has the responsibility for pe forming such tasks in the
plant. A

G. How tapartant do you think the incident wast (Circle one f)

h5IInt Important 1 2 3 Critical
11. Itow toportant is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

h5list Important 1 2 3 Critical

12. Narrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include infoemation on: what
Wappeneo, now Ene problem was discovered, idiat actions were taken; and tential hazards that existed.B-6 least factors contributed to the incident? Why do you believe the ident happened? Please give
saapgestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (Use additional space on reverse side if needed.)

. - - _ _ __ , _ _ , -_. - _-_ __ _ _ _ _



. _ _

INCIDENT

The Turbine Building watch asked me to place the vacuum tank pump in the
" pull-to-lock" position while he isolated and drained the vacuum drain

t*ank . When I walked over to the control panel tc trip the vacuum tank pump
I was also discussing an upcoming surveillance eith a new plant operator.

When I reached the panel I mistakenly tripped one of the main condensate

pumps instead of the vacuum tank pump. I realized that I had tripoed the

wrong pump and immediately reenergized the condensate pump. Luckily I

caught it quick enough with only a small perturbation in reactor level beina
the consequences of my action and not a loss of feedwater and scram. I then
placed the correct control switch for the vacuum tank pump in " pull-to-lock".

Cause

1. Inattentiveness on my part by not making sure I grabbed the right switch.

2 Control switches for the main condensate and vacuum tank pumps being too
similar and too close to each other.

3. Control switch labeling not distinctive enough.

Suquested Corrective Action

1. Move vacuum tank pump control switch to location that is not so close.to |

the condensate pump controls

2. Change switch labeling for condensate and/or vacuum tank pump controls
to make them more distinctive

3. Change the pump switch control handles so they are not the same shape,
size, color, etc.

4. Be more attentive while manipulating equipment controls.

B-7
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IRELEM POWER SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDENT REPORT

Identification strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
name, acaess and pnone nuseers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. Will you please provide us with telephone
numeers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
malling address in the event that we are unaole to contact you by phone.

Area code ( M/T ) Number 290 - Et 4 8est time (s)
Area code ( ) haber Err: 22 7 Best time (s)

llame 'Dar mi - DAnftS Date of Incident JAal - 4 - 1%C*
Address 2333 1 h m n r-r- d det .

Cs1 rad 1N G-A- 4VIo 6;

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) 2'2 : ED
Power Plant Name 'DARH/td - I d 2
Except for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence. all identitles
contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.

For the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an T in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blank (s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.
1. Plant Type: '

General Electric Combustion Engineering, , ,

Westinghouse
. Babcock & Wi ncan

2. Electrical Capacity: Less than 100 MW 500-1000 MW' '
100-500 MW 'X' Over 1000 MW,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: OpOT12d s._ Ido94A

4. Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Het $1utdown Cold Shutdown
Status st artup seio Request srio aequest srio aequest, , , , , , ,Steady State Maintenance Outa ,$ Maint. Outage Maint. Outa

,i, Load Changes
,

Technical Spec. Refueling
,

Tech. Spec.ge
, , , , ,

Req., . , , ,

, Stretch Out Tech. Spec. Req.,

[ ] Refueling
5. Reported by: , Management Maintenance,

Plant management necn anica i, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrica l, , , ,

Engineering Staf f Instrumentation / Controls, , ,

, Support Personnel Operator
Meesta snit L dupervisor

X Contractor / Consultant | Licensed. Control Room Operator
'
,

Chemistry Non-Licensed Operating Personnel, , ,

,
Outside Inspectors

, Mone of the above, ,

6. Experience in helear Power: || years 8 months
Experience in present position: L years s months

7. Hours on Shift 0-2 hours
T| More than 16|

2-6 hours 6-8 hours
Pr1or to Incident | | 8-12 hours

' '

12-16 hours, ,

8. Hours on Shif t in 0-40 hours 60-80 hours
'

Week Prior to Incident 'X,| 40-60 hours | | More than 80 hours

9. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the task is performed (in a
month, in a year,
plant. 3-4 ) times peretc. by everyone who has the responsibility for performing such tasks in the

t/eAe_.

D. How important do you think the incident was? (Circle one f)

h5ht leportant 1 2 3 Critical

11. How important is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

h5Not Important 1 2 3 Critical

12. Narrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what
nappeneo, now tne problem was discovered, what actions were taken; and potential hazards that existed.

g_g lei at factors contributed to the incidentf lety do you believe the incident happened? Please give
suggestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (Use additional space on reverse side if needed.)

I
1

__ _ _ _ _ _ , - _ . _ _ _ - . . _ _



- . - . - - . .- . - -. -. ._ . _ . . . _ .

*Unit 1 had been brought to HSD in preparation for a maintenance outage.
The reactor was shut down and primary system temperature was being
maintained with the RHR system. The turbine-generator had been cooled down

and was on the turning gear. All unit one electrical loads were being

carried by the station transformer.

.,

An auxiliary operator was directed to secure cooling water to the Unit 1
turbine lube oil system. The cooling water supply for Unit 2 was secured by

cistake. This error was undetected until a turbine vibration and high
f

b1aring temperature alarms were received on Unit 2. Unit 2 turbine was

tripped and a station blackout occurred.
;

!

i This is a twin unit station with a common turbine building. The turbine

i lube oil cooling water supply valves are next to each other on the
.

center-line of the building. However, U-1 is on the U-2 side of the'

center-line and U-2 on the U-1 side; 1.e., the valves are reversed.

|
' ' Possible corrective actions would be to color code the valves, or lock

j them in position with each valve having a different key.

i

r

!

B-9
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IRELEAR poler SAFETT REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDElli REPORT

Identification Strip. Picase file in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
name, acoress ano pnone nuaiers wili not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of tnis event. Will you please provide us with telephone
numers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
mailing address in the event dat we are unable to contact you by phone.

Area code ( d5"d,5) flumbe' 2T3 - 2.438 Best time (s)

Area code ( ) nueber ScT. 22T Besttime(s)

Name En Waa n E v443 ,1 Sete of Incident 8AA) - 4 1487
T V Year

Address 2 t 75" 4.e4Alhc ar. 6An
h e s=, curs FL. c(, W 3

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) 10:30

Power Plant flame LeeGesed - /
Except for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all identitles
contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.
. - . . . . _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _

For the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an "1" in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blank (s) unsre appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1. Plant Type: ,' General Electric | Combustion Engineering,

Westinghouse Sabcock & Wilcom- ,

2. Electrical Capacity: | Less than 100 MW I | 5001000 MW, ,

100-500 MW ,X Over 1000 MW

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: Mk
4 Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Hot Shutdoun Cold Shutdown

Status startup srio Request srio Request vrio Request, , , , , ,

, (, Maint. OutageSteady State Maintenance Outage Maint. Outage ,) ,,

, # ,, Load Changes Technical Spec. Req. Refueling Tech. Spec. Req.
, , , ,

, , , ,

, Stretch Out
,

Tech. Spec. Req. I, ,

M] Refueling
5. Reported by: Management Maintenance

Plant management mecn an ica l, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, ,

Engineering Staff
, Instrumentation / Controls
,

, , ,

Support Personne1 Operator
Mealtn snart supervisor

X Contractor / Consultant | Licensed Control Room.0perator
'
,

Chemis try Mon. Licensed Operatirg Personnel, , ,

Outside Inspectors
, Mone of the above,

6. Espertence in Muclear Power: 17 years (, months
Experience in present positton: '7 years // months

7. Nurs on Shif t 0 2 hours
|26 hours

6 8 hours' ' '

12 16 hours | | More than 16Prior to Inc1 dent 8-12 hours, ,

8. Hours on Shift in 0-40 hours [ 60-80 hours
Week Prior to Incident |40-60 hours L More than 80 hours

' '

g. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the nummer of times the task is perforised (in a
m o th, in a year,

etc.) times perby everyone who has the responsiblitty for performing such tasks in the
plant. # '/ mad

10 . How important do you think the incident was? (Circleonef)

e t toportant 1 2 3 4 5

11. How feportant is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

flot taportant 1 2 3 4 5

12. Isarrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what
nappeneo, now Ene problem was discovered, diat actions were taken; and potential hazards that existed.

B-10 neiet factors contributed to the inc ident? *y do you believe the incident happened 7 Please give
suggestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (use additional space on reverse side if needed.)



._ . -. - . - -. - - -. --.. .- - _. ... - . -

4

Y

Unit One was S/D for a maintenance / refueling outage. The primary side
,

cf the C S/G was being prepared for an eddy current inspection of the S/G ;
j tubes when severe denting and damage to the tube sheet surface was |

cbserved. A closer inspection of the S/G head found parts of a piano hinge'

i and some wood screws lodged in some of the tube ends.
,

' During the previous refueling outage, eddy current examination and tube
I plugging operations had been conducted. To prevent foreign materials from

cntering the RCS, covers are placed in the bottom of the S/G head in the RCS
pip?. These covers are constructed of plywood with aluminum sheet metal'

covers attached with wood screws. To enable the covers to be installed,

thsy are fabricated as two semi-circles connected by a stainless steel piano
hinge.

i

Af ter the maintenance activity was completed, the S/G was closed out and
sealed by procedure. The RCS was filled and a plant S/U conducted. When ;

i th2 calorimetrics were performed at higher power levels, there was a slight |

; power imbalance between the C S/G and the other three. An engineer ;

! cvaluation was made that this was due to instrument calibration. The |

temperature and flow instruments were re-calibrated and power was then
within tolerance.

In fact, one of the covers had been lef t in the cold leg of the C S/G
and there had been a flow blockage. Over the course of operation, the

chemical action of reactor coolant and the physical impact on the tube sheet
' dissolved" the aluminum and plywood such that the only things lef t were
scoe wood screws and the SS piano hinge.

,

|

l

B-ll
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NUCLEAR poser SAFETY REPORTINE SYSTEM INCIDENT REPORT

Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
NEE 75|FTIT"IniQirone nummers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

1 We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of tnis event. Will you please provide us with telephone
ossers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
me11tng address in the event that we are unaale to contact you by phone.

I

Area code ( 6 37 ) ster $er ~727. - 24#.'7 8est tjae(s)

Area code ( ) 1hamber EscT- 2'Z f* Sest ttee(s) |

Name N_A Q g,g3]Sd> Date of Incident */*. .
.

Address f 946 Lopsce. AJa.. j

L _saAm m at C,"T"' I4720y

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) a1,' 3 0

Power Plant lease TIeeOTie* |

Except for reports of cristnal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all identities ,

contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality. !

- - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . -

For the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an *1' in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blank (s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1 General Electric comeustion Engineering1. Plant Type:
;J G Westinghouse , ,

. Babcock & Wilcom,

2. Electrical Capacity: Less than 100 MW 'X' 500 1C00 MW
, , ,

100-500 MW , Over 1000 MW j
, ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: [[AR.tod S |

4 Operational Power Operation Not Standby Not Shutdown Cold Shutdown
Status 5tartup srla Hequest Erno Hequest Erno Hequest

, , , , , , ,

, K, 5teady State Maintenance Outage Maint. Outage Maint. Outage
, , , , , ,

,#, Load Changes Technical Spec. Aeq. Refueling Tech. Spec. Req.
, , , ,

Stretch Out Tech. Spec. Req., ,,

[ ] Refueling

; 5. Reported by: Management Maintenance
,

; riant management recnanical, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical I
, ,, ,

Engineering Staff In strumentation/ Controls, ,,

'

Suppert personne1 Operator

!
'

neaitn snirL supervisor
'

| X Contractor / Consultant || Licensed Control Room Operator
Chemistry- peon. Licensed Operating Personnel

,
Outside Inspectors 3Noneoftheabove

, ,

,,

6. Emperience in Itaclear Power: 2d years / months
Expertence in present position: /o years I. months

T|26 hours
7. Nours on Shif t

'

O.2 hours 6 8 hours
' '

1216 hours | More than 16
'

Prior to Incident |812 hours , ,,

'

F| '
60-80 hours: 8. Hours on Shift in 0-40 hours

Week Prior to Incident X 40-60 hours More than 80 hours4

g. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the nuseer of times the task is performed (in a
a year, etc. by everyone who has the responsiblitty for performing such tasks in the

(Mau/delaJ) times permonth. In
plant.

10 . How leportant do you think the incident west (Circle one f)

h CriticalNet leportant 1 2 3 4
,

' 11. How toportant is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

h CriticalIInt taportant 1 2 3 4

| 12. Narrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include Information on: what
nappeneo, now spe problem was discovered, what actions were taken; and poten* tal hazards that existed.'

te factors contributed to the incidentf leiy do you believe the incident happened? Please give
,

B-12 slatsvgestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (use additional space on reverse side if needed.)j

|

. _ _ _ _ - . - . . . _ _ . . . _ . . . _ _ - - , _ , - _ _ _ _ . _ - , . - . _ __,. . ._._,-__ - ___ - , _ - - - - ._- - - , _ _ _ . _ . - . _ . . . . ._



__. ._- _ _ _ _ _ _ -__

|

|
IWhile developing new procedures for the Frontier station it was

n:cessary to conduct an extensive evaluation of the inter-relationship of
existing plant procedures. It was discovered that many of the procedures
directed operators to non-existent procedures or steps. This is a serious
situation if the operator is utilizing the concept of " procedural
compliance" during a casualty and ends up in "no man's land".

To date, no specific corrective actions have been initiated by the plant
b3 yond the procedures currently being developed.

I believe this is only the tip of the iceberg and a complete review and
evaluation of procedures is required.

i

|-

B-13
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IRELEAR POER SAFETT REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDENT REPORT

Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Your
name, acoress ano pnone nummers will not be retained in connection with ny records kept of this inctoent.

We may need to call you to clartfy certain elements of this event. Will you please provide us with telephone
nuseers away from work wnere we may reach you if we reed to obtain further details. Also, please provide a 1

mailing address in the event that we are unable to contact you by phone.

Area code ( 74 / ) haber 441 - M 2 Best time (s) )

Area code ( ) leumber ST . 2fL 8est time (s)

llame h4eL:s Date of incident 841) . #1 . 1945"
T uay Tear-

Address IT wJ P. %s. prom Lto_ .

haos 'DE:L nes s- ,

Time of Incident (24 hour clock) II: 8 fa~

Pour Plant Name bl.cd4/04 = .I
Except for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all identities
contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.
.-.. . ... . ..... .. ... ..... ................................................... ........
For the following questions, please indicate your response by placing an *1* in the box beside your answer or
by filling in the blank (s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1. Plant Type: X General Electric ,
Combustion Engineering

Westinghouse Babcock & W11com

Less than 100 W QQ 5001000 W2. Electrical Capacity: ., ,
100-500 W , Over 1000 W, ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: bAffT#t bM
4. Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Hot Shutdown Cold Shutdown

Status a artup srio aequest srio aequest srio aequest
, , , , , ,

Steady State Maintenance Outage Mair.t. Outage Maint. Outage
, , , , , ,

,#, Load Changes
,

Technical Spec. Re1 Refueling Tech. Spec. Req.
, , , ,

Stretch (hit Tr.ch. Spec. Req., ,,

[ ] Refueling

5. Reported by: Management Maintenance
,

Plant Management necnanicai, , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, ,, ,

Engineering Staff , Instrumentation / Controls, ,,

, Support Personnel , Operator
neaitn wintc wpervisor

'( Licensed Control Room Operator|| Contractor / Consultant )
Chemistry Mon. Licensed Operattag Personnel

, , ,
Outside Inspectors leone of the abcve, , ,

6. Espertence in leaclear Power: 6 years 3 months
Empertence in present position: 1 years i months

|812 hours ' ( 2 6 hours 6 8 hours7. Hours on Shif t 0 2 hours
, , ,,

12 16 hours , More than 16Prior to inc1dont , , , , ,

'

|60-80 hours
8. Hours on Shif t in O.40 hours 1

'

idesk Pr1or to Inc1 dent X 40-60 hours More than SQ hours,

9. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the task is performed (in a
month, in a year, etc.) by everyone who has the responsibility for performing such tasks in the
plant. times per

10 . How tapartant do you 'htnk the incident wast (Circleonef)

last Important 1 2 3 5 Critical

11. How taportant is it that something be done about the incident? (Circle one f)

h5| lest Important 1 2 3 Critical
12. narrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what

nappeneo, now Ene problem was discovered, Wiat actions were taken; and potential hazards that eAlsted.
leiat factors contributed to the incident? Isiy do you believe the incident happened? Please giveB-14 suggestions as to how to prevent a recurrence. (Use additional space on reverse side if needed.)

. . _. . _ _ . . _ . _ _. . _ _ . - _ . - - .



I was the control room operator on Unit 3. I had a trainee on shif t

with me. We were discussing the recirc system, when I noticed reactor power
)

g2ing up. This was observed by the APRM recorders, LPRM h1 alarms and a rod
block alarm on the 905 panel. I noticed that the recirc pump A was running
away, ramping power up. I took control of the plant by running to a back

panel and running the speed controller output to zero. This locked the

rceirc pump so that power changes could not be made from the control room
using that rectre pump. This has happened before. Due to this incident, a

n:n-licensed operator now has to make power changes by manually adjusting
rccirc pump speed at the recirc pump, while in communication with the

control room. If I had not been talking to the trainee at the panel, I

Gight not have been able to catch the incident before a scram occur.ed.

This recirc pump has been known to do this before, but I am told it won't be
fixsd until the next outage. I believe this event is significant because ;

uncentrolled reactivity additions occur when the pump does this. I think

th2 recirc pump control circuits should be fixed as soon as possible by

shutting the plant down and troubleshooting the problem. In addition, using

a non-licensed operator, locally, even though he may be in communication
with the control room, could be a violation of 10 CFR.

|
|

,

B-15
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i

IRELEAR P0tER SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDENT REPORT

! Identification Strip. Please fill in all the blanks. This section ull) be returned to you promotly. Your
name, acaress anc pnone numbers will not be retained in connection with any records kept of this tecident.

]
'

; We may need to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. Will you please provide us with tele one
Kuseers away from work where we may reach you if we need to obtain further oetails. Also, please prov de a |;

| esiling address in the event that we are unaale to contact you by phone, j

Area code ( 74f*) muster 484 - 2.2 sd/ Best time (s)
'

Area code ( ) lhaeber Euf: 20Z SeStt1ee(s) ,

name MV h /4.71p A/ Date of Incident 4 148*f*- -

Address 1582. E. ADean % ew- DR. .
fusM CD 93203

, ,

,

! Time of Incident (24 hour clock) 2'1s W
Powe* Plant itsee NM.,.LA4.44E-

! Escept for reports of criminal activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligence, all ider.tities
contained in this report will be removed to assure complete confidentiality.

I Por the to1Yo~wEng qNs~tfNs",$1 ease indicate
~ ~~~~~ ~'~~~~ ~

NsEy SN[n[N'[* 1nle bees ~17e yoI~ ann
~

ur
; by filling in the blant(s) unsre appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

! 1. Plant Type: X General Electric combustion Engineering ;, ,

Westinghouse
. Sabcock & Wilen, .

| 2. Electrical Capacity: ; Less than 100 MW X 500-1000 MW,

| 100-500 MW , Over 1000 les, , ,

3. Location in plant where incident was observed: AT" 8vfEAJEf475R N2. APfabP4

4 Operational Power Operation Hot Standby Not Shutdown Cold Shutdown .

,

i Status startup scia nequest srio nequest scia nequest !, , , , , , , ,
' 5teady State Maintenance Outage Maint. Outage Maint. Outa

Load Changes
, Tecinical Spec. Req. Refueling ,

Tech. Spec.geReg.
, , , , , , ,

, , , , , ,

, Stretch that
, Tech. Spec. Reg., ,

[ ]Refueline
i

5. Reported by: Management Maintenance
|

Quality Assurance
,; McK3|iTEIT'riant nanagement,

Electrical, ,

Engineering Staf f
, Instrumentation / Controls

, ,
i

, , ,

1

, Support Personnel Operator
, ,

peasta anut aupervisor, , , ,

Contractor / Consultant Licensed Control Room ator'

| Chemistry *)(, llen-Licensed Operating ersonnel
,

Outside Inspectors
, leone of the above, ,

6. Emperience in lasclear Power: 3 years 3 months
Emperience in present position: 2 years so months

0-2 hours 2-6 hours 'K 6-4 hours7. lleurs on Shift
|8-12 hours , c ,,

Prior to Incident 12-16 hours , More than 16, , , , ,

4. Itsurs on Shift in N 0-40 hours 60-40 hours, ,

teses Prier to Incident , 40-60 hours
, More than 80 hours, ,

g. If a vert related task led to the incident, estimate the number of times the test is perfonsed (in a
month, in a year, Ietc.) times perby everyone who has the responsiblitty for perforetog such tasas le the
plant. EWA-r-

C. Ilow leportant do you think the incident west (Circleonef)

Itt leportant 1 2 4 5 Critical

11. Itew layertant is it that something be done about the incidenti (Circle one f)

Net taportant 1 2 4 5 Critical
12 . narrative Description. Please describe the incident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what

nappones, new sne problem was discovered, uhat actions were taken; and potential hatards that entsted.
met facters contributed to the incidentf my de you bellen the incident happened? Please giveB*16 suggestiens as te het to prevent a recurrence. (Use addittenal space on reverse side if needed.)

-. -.-- -. -.-. .-.- --- ~ _ . . . . . - _ - - - _ , . -- . - . - - . - . - - -



____ __ __ _ _____ _ _ _ ___ -

I was taking my rounds when I found that the generator H2 pressure was
reading low. This reading is " radioed" by operating people all the time.
Of course, I always check the reading. I had just come back from vacation,
and wanted to make a thorough check of the plant to find out if any major
changes had taken place while I was gone. After discovering the low

pressure, I went to the control room and informed the R.0. He said his

indicator looked 0.K. - it was reading 60 psig - that's normal. The local
_

was reading 10 psig. The R.O. tapped on his meter, and it went down to 10

psig. This indicated that several days had elapsed since the reading was
actually checked, since the generator only normally loses 1-2 psig every
week due to bleed-through to the H seal 11. The R.O. told the S.S., who

2
crdered a load reduction on the generatcr. All readings (temperature,

stator cooling) were 0.K. It was lucky that the generator didn't overheat

and/or explode due to lack of cooling. Careful attention and proper watch
standing could have easily prevented this.

2

i

I

|
i
|

B-17
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MlELEAR PCWER 5AFElY REPORTING SYSTEM INCIDENT REPORT *

Identification Strio. Please fill in all t.5e blanks. This section will be returned to you promptly. Yobr
Ashe, aoaress and pnone nuncers will not be retained in conneccion with any records kept of this incident.

les may need to call you to clarify certain einments of this event. Will you please provide us with telepnene
numerers away from work where we may reach you f f we need to obtain further details. Also, please provide a
malling andress in the event that we are unaole to contact you by phorie.

Area code ( 47 7. ) hauber f 74- fo9E. Best tise(s)
Area code ( ) heter ext- Joz sesttime(s)

same 'T>W 'I' M RA M Date of Incident Jial . 4 14s C'~.

Address 99'42.QA@hM NE.
h E E. a-L 720#C"

-

Time of Iticident (24 how clock) 10*._10

Power Plant same 'CANF%42 f t>so

Except for reports of crimina) activities and delf berate misconduct or gross negligence, all identities
contained in this report allt be removed to assure complete confidentality.

For the following questWS. please ludicate your response by plectng an "I* In the box beside ynur answer or
by filling in the blank (s) where appropriate. Please try not to skip any of the questions.

1. Plant ifpe: X senwal Electric ( | Combustico Engineering
L . isestinghouse L a gabcock & Wilca

2. Electrical Capacity: [ | Less than 100 W
[K|, Over 1000 W
[ 500-1000 W

10G-500 W, ,

3. Location in ytant where incident was observed:

4. Operational Power operath teot stancey _ Net shutdown Cold shutdown
Status ' Marup Grid neqJest GrW Haguest ergo Wequest

, , , ,, , ,

L Steady State Maintenance Outege Maint. Outage Maint. Outage
, , , , , , ,

Load Changes Technical Spec. Req. , Refueling Tech. Spec. Req.
/, , , , , , ,

, Stretch Onst , Tech. Spec. Reg., ,

( ) Refueling

5. Reported by: , Management Maintennnce
, ,

riant Management reacienicas, , , , ,

Quality Assurance Electrical, , , ,

, Enginewi'ug Staff
, Instrumentation / Controls,,

Sucoort Personnel Operator
, ,

Ne46Ln ,a vist6 aupervisor
| | Contractor / Consultant X Licensed Control Room Opwater

Cheet stry Mon.Licented Doerating PersonneT, , , ,

, , Oetside Inspectors
, none of the above,

6. Emperience in helesr Pow w: 7 years C aonths
Esperience in present position: a years 2_ acoth s

7. Hours on Shif t | 0 2 hours X 2-6 hows 6-4 hours
, , ,

Prior to Incident , 8 12 hows 12-16 hours Mcre than 16, , , ,

' ' '3. Hows on Shift in O 40 hours
| |

60 40 hours
Week Prior to Incident | 40-60 hows

'

More than 80 hours,

g. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the number cf times the task is performed (in a
etc.) ttaas pereveryone who has the responsibility for performing such tasks in the

month, in by
plant. a year, 2. salee at

|10 . leev important do you think the incident west (Ctrcle one f)

Met !aportant i 2 3 4 Critical
11. leev laquartant is it that somethtag be done about the incidentf (Circle one f)

Net !aportant 1 2 3 4 Critical
12. serrative Description. Please desertbe the tacident as clearly as possible. Include information on: what

C :- ;. now cne probles was discovered. what actions were taken; and potential hazards that entsted.
g 18 let at factors contributed to the incidentf my do believe the incident happened? Please give

suggesticas as to how to prevent a recurrence. (Use itional space on reverse side if needed.) (



_ _ _ _ __-_ - --

During a normal control rod swap, the reactor scramed on main steamt

line htgh radiation. The high radiation was due to fuel element failures

fror the red swap. The fuel elefrent failures occurred because af ter the
swap, control rods tilted the flux in a way that nigher than expected power
generation occurred in segments of fuel that had previously enty been
exposed to lower LHGR's. We did not violate the tech spec LCO's, because
tho LHGR did not exceed the tech spec limits. It has been known for a long
time that wt.en fuel is exposed to drastic changes in heat flux, it will
fail. At cur plant, the nuclear engineers are traired in the process

computer and in how to read the prictouts. They are also trained on how to

control flux distribution. The operators receive little or no training at
all in these procedures, even though we are held legally accountable for the
safety of the public. We are told to believe the nuclear engineer's {
judgment. In effect, they tell us where to position the rods, what rods to

position, where to control power, but they very seldom tell us why we do
it. I think this is seriously wrong and needs immediate action. Several
oporators have voiced this concern to management - but it appears to be to
deaf ears. But I can't pin it down to just a lack of knowledge on my part -
it's a problem in our attitude to wanting to known more about the computer.
As operators, half would like to know more, the other half wouldn't. I
guess not enough of us voice our concerns. I really believe that if we knew

more about the process computer and how to read these printouts, we could
,

have prevented this incident from happenir,q, because we could act as back-up
checkers for the nuclear engineer.

B-19
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _

)

IRKtIAR POWER SAFITY REPORTING 51DEM INCIDENT RIPCRT

Tdentification Strip. Please fill la all. the blanks. This section will be returned to yea prceptly. Year
ame, auress anc pnone nnse:rs etti not be retained in connection with any records kept of this incident.

We may meed to call you to clarify certain elements of this event. ilill yoe please provide us with telephove
sweers away free work where we .say reach you if we need to obtain further cetatis. Also, pleasa gravide 4
malling address in th.t event that we are unaole to contact you Ly phone.

Area code { 104 ) heter h4 S*- 6%%~~ Best time (s)

Area code ( ) hacer Best time (s)

Dcte of Inctaeot 7441 - 4 - 14GC"hame__h~ bemf- Y usy reu
Add ess 5'l27 S. C@*M e utd Ooaer-

A Ln)'E D L L k. " Nee 1 *1
,

Time of lacide.t (24 hour clock) 14 . 'ho
Powe Plant na,me_ d& pe -I

Eacect for reports of crimint) activities and deliberate misconduct or gross negligarnce, all identitles
contained in this resort will be removed to asswre ccumplete confidentiality,

for the following questions, please indicate pur response by placing an "I' in the box testde joor answer or
by filling in the blank (s) w4ere appropriate. Pleass try not to stip any of the questions.

1. Plant Typer p/,j General (1sttric l | l'nseustion Egineering
,

L J m stingnouse
. Sahcock & W11 conw

2. Ele:trical capscity: ; [ Less than 100 MW X 500-1000 MW
y 100-500 ml a over 1000 MW,,

3. Locatic'i in plant where incilent was observed: OOOCEE EE4ctae IESCE-L
le t Ntdown Cole h tdown4 1.perational Power Operation Hot $tandby c

L.ortup (, arac Fe M st orto Requett br1G WeQuestStatus ', , , , , , ,

Steady 5 tate Matrtenance O'ita Maint. cutage Maint. Outage
, , ,

.,J, Load Otanges '

, , ,,

,
Technical Spec. 4efueljng Tech. Spec. Req. t

Stretch Out ', Tech. Spec. Raq.
. , ., ,, ,

y) Refi.eling,

5. R.tported by: Management Maintsnance
| | P 4 ant MaMgegent | Ngnanicai

'

,

G.sality Assurance Electrical, ,

; Engineetng Staff 1 Instrumentation / Controls,,

Sw.oort Personnel
j :,perator

o
, ,

nirt supervisorFeastn <

, , ,

Contractor /*.onsultant i hidensed Control Room (, ,

Chemistry 'X Nofblicensed Operating,, a
Outside lespectors , none of tbs above, o ,

6. Espertence in desclear Poetr: / years 2. eenths
E.xpertence in presegt position: / years 2 months

DC.|J 312 hours
[ h2-6 hours C-8 hoursP[ 0-2 hevrs7. Hours on Shift , ,

- a 12-16 hours L More than 16Priw te Incident ,

[ 0,40 haars | E0-80 hours
()(|o

e8. Nours on $h!ft tn ,

40-60 hrars , More thee A0 hoursmek Prior to 'ncider.t ,

9. If a work related task led to the incident, estimate the nasber of times the tast is performed (in a
ty every who has tne responsibility for performing saca tasks in the

etc.)t$nespermonth, in
plant. a year,I *WE 4.4,nygr,

10 . New igertant de see thindt the incident mas! (Circle one f)

m t Important 1 2 3 5 Critical
11. Now igertant is it that something be done at,out tte incident? (Circle one #)

Not Important 1 2 3 4 Critical
12. marrative Description. Please describe the incidert as clearly as possthfe. Include leformation on: what

NSiE es, now cne problem was discovered Wat aettons were taken; and potantial baserats that existeo.
leiat factars contrWied ta the incident? Why do you believe the incident happened? Please giveB-20 saggesttees as to how te prevent a recurrance. (use adattleal space on reversa side if needed.)

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ -.



. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _

I

IEIPENT
!

During this refueling outage, I was tasked with performing the under
'

v;ssel operations associated with LPRM replacement. I was told by my
s per- ser to set up on LPRM 26, 43. This setup process involves removing
the trRM retainer nut and seal and hooking up a drain rig. I accidentally
performed this setup process on LPRM 26, 35 which is located next to LPRM
26, 43. Just as I completed the setup, my relief got there and I told him I
had just set up on 26, 43. My relief noticed my mistake and we both
rcturned 26, 35 to normal and correctly set up on 26, 43. Luckily I hadn't
informed the refueling floor supervisor that I was set up and he was nor,e
the wiser.

Cause

1. Insufficient LPRM 1dentification under the reatior vessel,
2. Inattentiveness on my part for not double-checking myself.

Suurested corrective Action

Provide a positive means of identifying LPRM's under the vessel -

perhaps some sort cf tags. s

I

1
j

1

|
|
|

|
1

B-21
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Appendir C

1.0 Reliability of Analysts' Evaluations I

fIf several NPSRS analysts were asked to process the same incident
report using NPSRS forms and procedures, how much similarity would exist
between their independently produced data summaries?

1.1 Evaluation Me thod
The five analysts participating in the Operability Demonstration were

each provided with the same, identical set of nine input reports of simulated
incidents to be processed. The products resulting from their individual
interviews with reporters and the analysts' analyses of the incidents were
examined to determine the degree of agreement between analysts (reliability)
for each element of their data su= mary forms.

1.2 Levels of Agreement
The Taxonomy Data Collection forms prepared by each of the five

analysts from the results of their report analyses and reporter interviews
were compared on an item (field) by item basis for all nine of the input
incident reports. For an example of how this comparison was conducted, Field
No. 11 of the Taxonomy Data Collection form (cf, Appendices D and E,
HUREG/CR-4133, Ref. 1) pertains to the day of the week on which the reported
incident occurred. Any of the seven days in a week could be specified in the
data summaries by the five analysts. (The day of the week must be derived by
the analysts from the calendar date specified by the repo rte r. ) An inder of
the reproducibility of this field between analysts was generated for each of
the nine reports by assessing the number of times the analysts agreed about
the identification of the day in which the incident occurred. If all five
chose Monday as the day of the incident, then the maximum level of agreement
would be five. If each analyst chose an entirely different day, then the
minimum level of agreement would be one. The level of agreement between
analysts (ecme value between one and five) obtained for a particular field was
assessed for each of the 31 fields in all nine reports.

1.3 Examples of Levels of Agreement for Specific Fields
As an example of the reliability obtained for a field where the

analysts were required to apply their cwn judg=ent, Field No.14 requirea the
number of participanto involved in a reported incident to be specified. The
level of agreement obtained for each of the nine reports is graphically
presented in Figure 1, For two of the nine input reports all five analynta
agreed (the indicated level of agreement is five) about the number of
parti cipants . Thus, for 2/9 22% of the reports evaluated, completea

agreement exis ted between all analysts. Similarly, for five of the reports,
at least four analysts agreed on the number of participants. Thus, for 56% of
the reports agreement existed between four or more of the analysts. For seven
of the reports, at least three or more analysts agreed (78% of the reports)
and at least two cr more analysts agreed in 100% of the reports analyzed.

Field No. 37 is an example of a taxonomic parameter that shows lees
rebuct agreement between analysts. In this field, the analyst was required to
evaluate the perfor.ance shaping factors that were fundamental in influencing
the human performance in the incident. The aralyste were required to chocso
frcm among 45 possible options in the taxonomy to determine the one that they

C-1
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felt best described the specific performance shaping factor for the event they
were coding. The results are graphically presented in Figure 2. In this
instance the following results were obtained:

1) In no instance did all five analysts agree on the choice
of the most significant performance shaping factor.

2) In only one instance, 11% of the reports, did at least
four analysts agree.

3) In 44% of the reports, at least three analysts agreed.

4) Eighty-nine percent of the time at least two analysts
agreed.

Field No. 51 is an example of a parameter where the level of agreement
was poor. This field addressed the " Message Type" involved in the reported
incident. The taxonomy contained nine possible options for " Message Type" from
which the analysts had to choose such as, " Request for clearance to proceed"
or " Data, Text, Graphic, or Instrument Readings" etc. As may be seen in
Figure 3, the differences of opinion between analysts were substantial with
respect to this parameter. In only two of the nine reports (22%) did as many
as two of the analysts agree about the coding of this field. The rather poor
agreement on this field probably reflects the limited training period
available for the analysts in connection with the Operability Demonstration.

1.4 Overall Agreement for all Taxonomic Entries
For all nine reports, across all 34 taxonomy parameters, the

following overall results were obtained, as shown in Figure 4:

o Thirty-six percent of the time all five analysts agreed about
the overall coding of items.

o Fifty-six percent of the time at least four analysts agreed
about the choices in all taxonomic entries.

o Seventy-five percent of the time there was agreement between at
least three of the analysts.

o Ninety percent of the time at least two of the analysts agreed.

o In only 10% of the cases was it impossible for the analysts to
come to any agreement at all among themselves regarding
taxonomic codings.

1.5 Observations
A reasonable degree of reliability has been shown for novice systems

analysts when they were processing the forms and procedures draf ted for the
NPSRS program. Considering all entries in the Taxonomy Data Collection forms
for all nine reports, over half of the time four of the five analysts agreed
about the coding. With the editorial improvements that have been made in the
forms and with additional formal and on-the-job training for the analysts, the

C-3
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degree of agreement between independent analyses of the same incidents would
be expected tc, improve substantially. Approximately six months is needed for
ASRS analysts ' to achieve their maximum levels of productivity and report
processing reliability.' Similar lengths of time would be expected to be
required for NPSRS analysts.

4

1

j

,

|

* Harry W. Orlady, ASRS Senior Research Scientist, personal communication to
F. C. Finlayson, The Aerospace Corporation, January 18,1985
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Date[Asappropriate]

DRAFT

ADVISORY BULLETIN

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System

1. Purpose

a. This bulletin describes a voluntary, nonpunitive Nuclear Power
Safety Reporting System (NPSRS) program that is being sponsored by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Program utilizes the (TBD - National
Third Party Organization - NTPO) as an independent, third party to manage and
operate the program and to receive and analyze Nuclear Power Safety Reports.
The NRC strongly encourages the participation of all operational personnel of
the U.S. nuclear power production community, including operators, maintenance
personnel, engineering staff members, and plant management personnel in this
cooperative safe ty-related incident reporting program. Thus all operational
personnel are invited to report any actual or potential situations or incidents
that they have experienced involving the safety of nuclear power operations to
NTPO. All elements of nuclear power plant operations are covered by this pro-
gram including actual and near-miss incidents that have been experienced or
observed by reporters that are associated with normal or abnormal conditions of
power production in the plants; discrepancies or deficiencies attributable to' preoperational design and construction problems that may interfere with safe
operation of the plants; difficulties with maintenance and operational proce-
dures; problems with equipment, instruments, plant operational communications;
or any other factors that may have contributed to unsafe or hazardous working
conditions relative to the incident upon which the report is filed.

b. The effectiveness of this program depends upon the free,
unres tric ted flow of information from the personnel of the U.S nuclear power
production community to the NTPO. Thus the NRC has made extensive efforts to
ensure that the anonymity of reporters is maintained and to provide them with
immunity from regulatory action as long as the incidents reported are not
criminal ac ts where federal, state, or local laws have been viola ted . In
general, reports that are submitted to the NPSRS will not be screened to deter-
mine whether they describe incidents that should have been submitted to the NRC
through its normal communication channels. In some cases, the NRC may find
that an NPSRS report contains information that should have been submitted
directly to them, but for some reason was not. In such cases , where an NPSRS
report has been filed, the NRC will not deem an individual's failure to reportdirectly to the NRC (in and of itself) a criminal act. However, the
implementation of the NPSRS program does not alter, in any way, a utility's
obliga tions and responsibility for submitting any reports presently required
under NRC regulations on safety-related incidents occurring in the utili. ties
nuclear plants. See Paragraphs 6, 8 and 9 below.

|
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2. Background

A major objective of the NRC is the promotion of safety within thea.
nuclear industry. To further this objective, the Rules and Regulations of the
NRC require that the NRC be notified immediately concerning significant events
that ' have occurred at nuclear power plants (10 CFR 50.72). These required
reports are submitted as Licensee Events Reports (LERs) or through other chan-
nels. The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) focussed attention on the impor-'

tance of an effective understanding and feedback of operating experience within
the nuclear power industry. Studies of the TMI accident emphasized the impor-
tance of collecting and evaluating operational experience as a basis for imple-
menting corrective actions that might be needed within the industry. In addi-

tion, the NRC has added a new subsection to its Rules and Regulations,10 CFR
50.73, that has modified and codified earlier LER requirements. Concurrent
with its proposal to add 10 CFR 50.73 to its regulations, the NRC authorized
studies to evaluate the feasibility and potential benefits of a voluntary,
nonpunitive Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System (NPSRS).

b. The NRC determined that the effectiveness of its collection and
evaluation of operating experience would be enhanced if a NPSRS were insti-
tuted as a supplementary communication channel to those of 10 CFR 50.72 and
50.73 In the NPSRS, the receipt, processing and analysis of raw data from
reports of sa fe ty-related occurrences involving human performance will be

',
accomplished by NTP0 rather than the NRC. An independent, third-party admini-
strator will be utilized for the NPSRS to ensure that the reporter and all
parties involved in a reported occurrence or incident will remain anonymous.
By assuring reporter anonymity, the NRC hopes to increase the quantity of
information submitted to NTP0 thereby contributing another pathway to the
compilatica of the substantial data base that is necessary for the evaluation i

! of the safe ty and effectiveness of nuclear power production facilities.
Accordingly, NTP0 administers the NPSRS and performs its functions in accor-
dance with a contract [or Memorandum of Agreement] executed by NRC and NTP0 on

,

( date ).

3 NTP0 Responsibilities

a. The NTP0 Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System provides an oper-
ational mechanism for the receipt, analysis, deidentification, collection and
evaluation of safety reports obtained voluntarily from personnel of the U.S.
nuclear power industry. The deidentified elements of the data base developed'

by the NPSRS represent an important input to the human performance investiga-
tions within the industry. Periodic reports of findings obtained through the
reporting program are published and distributed to the public, the nuclear
power production community and the NRC by the NTPO. In addition, synthesized
results from the NPSRS data base will be made available to qualified users

; upon application.

b. A NTP0 NPSRS advisory committee comprised of representatives from
,

the nuclear power indus try, consumers, Department of Energy, NRC, and other
selected individuals advises NPTO on the conduct of the NPSRS. The committee

! conducts periodic meetings and reviews the NPSRS activities to evaluate and
ensure the effectiveness of the reporting system.

'

t

i
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4. Prohibition of the Use of Reports for Enforcement Purposes

Appendir C of the NRC Rules and Regulations (10 CFR Part 2, Appen-a.
dir C [to be modified]) prohibits the use against the reporter of any report
submitted to NTP0 under the NPSRS (or information derived therefrom) in any
disciplinary action (with the exception of reports concerning criminal acts
involving violations of federal, s ta te , or local s tatutes which are covered
under Paragraph 6a(1) below). As noted in Paragraph lb above and 6a and 8
below, reports filed with the NPSRS may subsequently be determined to contain
information about incidents for which reports should have been submitted
through normal NRC communication channels. In such cases, the NPSRS reports
will not (in and of themselves) be considered to be the basis for criminal
sanctions that might be taken against the reporter for failure to report
through formal NRC channels.

b. If a utility employee submits a voluntary report to the NPSRS, the
submission does not reliere the utility involved in the event from the respon-
sibility for filing LERs or other obligatory reports which may be required
under current NRC Rules and Regulations. Consequently, if a violation of NRC
Regulations comes to the attention of the NRC from a source other than a report
filed with NTP0 under the NPSRS, appropriate action will be taken. However,
evidence of the submission of a voluntary report on the incident to the NPSRS
may, under certain circumstances, be used by the NRC as the basis for providing
immunity to (or otherwise mitigating) possible regulatory action. See Para-
graph 8e below,

c. The NPSRS security system is designed and operated by NTP0 to
ensure the confidentiality and anonymity of the reporter and other principal
parties involved in a reported occurrence or incident. The NRC will not seek
to obtain any individual report filed with the NTP0 under the NPSRS that might
reveal the identify of the repo rter. Nor will the NRC attempt to seek aggre-
gated results from the NPSRS da ta that might identify a utility or nuclear
power plant in which NPSRS reporters work and to associate this information
with the collective number of reports filed by that utility or by the
workers in any extended period. The contract [ memorandum of agreement] plant 'sbe tween
the NTP0 and the NRC specifies that the NTP0 will not release (or otherwise
make available) to the NRC, or any other users, any information that might
reveal the identify of any individual, any specific plant, or any specific
utility involved in situations, occurrences, or incidents reported under the
NRCs.

5. Reporting Procedures

The NPSRS report form (NTP0 Form XX) which is preaddressed and postage
free will be made available through a designated non-management individual
within each nuclear plant. This individual will be selected and supported by
the utility owners of the plant. The designated person will maintain a supply
of forms that will be made available at several central, inconspicuous loca-
tions (e.g. , in distribution boxes at security entrances of the nuclear plant,
etc.). This form, containing a narrative report of the incident, should be
prepared and mailed to: Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System, P.O. Bor 54321,
Erewhemous, MV 55555 [ fictitious address].
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6. Processing of Reports

a. Under the NTP0 procedures for processing Nuclear Power Safe ty
Reports, the reports are initially screened in accordance with the following
guidelines:

(1) Information concerning criminal offenses involving violations of
federal, state, or local statutes will be promptly referred to the
Department of Justice and the NRC. Reports of criminal activities
are not deidentified prior to their referral to these agencies.

(2) The NTP0 will not in general screen reports to determine whether
they have been reported to the NRC through other channels. As

noted in Paragraph lb and 4a above, reports that are filr.d with
the NPSRS and are subsequently determined to be unreported inci-
dents that should have been reported to the NRC through their nor-
mal channels will not, in and of themselves, subject the reporter
to criminal sanctions. Only if the incident reported involves a
specific violation of federal, s ta te , or local e satutes will the
report be considered to fall under the requiresents of Paragraph
6a(1) above.

(3) The reports will be screened for time-c rd.tical information con-
corning incidents that are judged to be of major local signifi-
cance to the nuclear industry, or to b', a forerunner of a poten-

tially high public risk event. Most asch information will also be
reported independently to the NRC ant' the local utility associated
with the event through the NRC's e9tablished communications chan-
nels. For reports that are deemed " time-critical" by the NPSRS,
the NTP0 may request the NRC to povide the NPSRS with a listing of k

all accidents submitted to the dRC through their established chan-
nels in the time period imm:diately prior to and following the
reported NPSRS incident. Tha NPSRS' report which is judged to be of
critical safety significan,e will be compared with the NRC listing
to see whether the reported incident has been submitted to the NRC
through other channels. If the reported incident has been sub-
mitted through normal channels to the NRC, no communication on the
subject NPSRS report will be made between the NTP0 and the NRC. If

the report has not been received by the NRC, the NTP0 will communi-
cate with the individual submitting the report and discuss the
implications of possible NPSRS or reporter actions with him. In

general, the NTP0 will encourage the reporter to submit an addi-
tional repert on the incident directly to the NRC or his own plant
management through an established communication channel thereby
obtaining immunity directly from the NRC, if possible. If this
proves to be unworkable, the NTP0 will negotiate directly with the
NRC in regards to the report on behalf of the reporter, attempting
to retain his anonymity. Recognizing the value of data obtained
by good faith reporting to the NPSRS, the NRC has agreed to cooper- )

ate with the NTP0 in accepting deidentified information related to
the incident. Deidentified reports will be accepted from the NTP0
with a level of detail that will attempt to preserve the reporters'

D-4
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anonymity, and yet provide sufficient da ta ao that the risks
associated with failure to introduce the information to the nuclear
power community will be reduced. The NRC recognizes the importance
of preserving reporter anonymity to the potential success of the
data gathering efforts of the NPSRS. Hence, a collaborative effort
will be made between the NRC and the NTP0 to preserve the repor-
ter's anonymity for the few reports that are expected to be submit-
ted to the NPSRS where data must be shared directly with the NRC.

b. Each NPSRS report (NTP0 Form II) has a tear-off portion which con-
tains the information that identifies the person submitting the report. This
tear-off portion will be removed by NTPO, time s tamped with the date of
receipt, and returned to the reporter as his receipt. This will provide the
reporter with proof that he filed a report on a specific incident or situation
in a timely fashion (i.e., within 10 days after the event occurred). See
Paragraph 8c(6) below.

The identification strip section of the NPSRS report form providesc.
NTP0 program personnel with a means by which reporters can be mntac ted in
case additional information is sought in order to understand more completely
the report's content. No contac ts will be made with anyone except the
reporter in connection with any report submitted, except in the case of an
incident involving criminal action. No copy of an NPSRS report form's
identifica tion strip is crea ted or retained for the NPSRS files. Prompt
return of identification strips is a primary element of the NPSRS program 's
report deidentification process and assures the reporter's anonymity.

7. Deidentification

( All information retained in the NPSRS data base that might establish the
identification of persons filing NPSRS reports and parties named in those
reports will be deleted from analyses of the reports , except for reports
covered under Paragraph 6a(1) above. This deidentification will normally be
secomplished within 24-48 hours after NTP0's receipt of the reports if no
further information is required from the reporter.

8. Enforcement Policy

It is the policy of the Commissioners of the NRC to perform theira.
responsibilities under the NRC Enabling Act(s) ( Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and/
or Title II of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974) for the enforcement of
the Act(s) and the NRC Rules and Regulations in a manner that will best tend to
reduce or eliminate the possibility of (or recurrence of) nuclear power plant

)accidents. The NRC enforcement procedures are set forth in Part 50 of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission R'iles and Regulations (10 CFR Part 50).

b. In determining the type and extent of the enforcement action to be
taken in a particular case, the NRC considers the following factors as a
matter of general practices

(1) The nature of the violations and their relationship to the Techni-
cal Specifications for the operation of the facility involved:
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(2) Whether the violation was inadvertent, caused by negligence, or was
deliberate; and whether deliberate acts were intended for benefi-
cent or malicious purposes;

(3) The attitude of the violator (s) as demonstrated by Trevious records
concerning the individual and/or the utility involved in the inci-
dent;

(4) The hazard to safety which should have been foreseen;

(5) Remedial action taken on the initiative of the utility owner of the
facility to prevent (or reduce the probability of) similar adverse
incidents;

(6) The length of time which has elapsed since any prior or subsequent
violation;

(7) The needs for special deterrent action in a particular regulatory
area, or segment of the nuclear power production community; and

(8) The presence of any factors involving substantial risks to the com-
munity, such as the occurrence of a particularly severe incident
involvinE releases of radioactivity to the external environment of
the facility.

c. The voluntary filing of a report with NTP0 concerning an incident
or situation (even though the incident may involve a potential violation of the
Enabling Act(s) of the NRC Rules and Regulations) is considered by the NRC to
be indicative of a constructive attitude on the part of the reporter towards
nuclear power plant safety. The NRC believes that the filing of a report with
the NPSRS represente evidence of an attitude on the part of the reporter that
will tend to reduce the probability of future violations. The NRC expressly I

desires to encourage such attitudes individually on the parts of members of nu-
clear plant operational staffs and collectively through utility owner-operators
of nuclear facilities. Accordingly, although a parallel report of a voluntar-
ily reported incident may be brought to the attention of the NRC through some
other source than the NPSRS and a subsequent finding of a violation may be made
against an individual or a utility, neither a civil penalty nor license revoca-
tion will be imposed upon the reporter, and potential penalties will be miti-
gated for the plant in which the incident occurred if t

(1) The violation was inadvertent and not deliberate in a malicious
senses

(2) The incident did not involve violation of federal, state or local
criminal statutca;

(3) The incident associated with the violation did not involve substan-
tial risks to the community, as described under paragraph 8b(8)
above; .

|
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(4) The person has not been found to have been involved in any prior
NRC enforcement action and/or to have exercised his immunity under
this program for a violation of any regulation promulgated under
the Enabling Act(s) within five years prior to the reported
incident;

(5) The plant in which the incident occurred has maintained a record
of safe operations whereby no civil penalties have been levied upon
the plant within the five years prior to the reported incident and
the utility demonstrates that a program of adequate encouragement
has been provided to plant operational personnel to participate in
the NPSRS. Adequate utility support to the NPSRS, will be demon-
strated by the utility providing evidence of having made a good
faith effort to educate their employees about the NPSRS program and
to encourage them to participa te in it. The utility must also
demons tra te tha t they have specified and supported the activities
of a non-management representative from within the operational
staff who has been given responsibility for maintaining a supply of
NPSRS report forms in boxes located at several, central locations
throughout the plant where the plant personnel can conveniently and
inconspicuously obtain them. Each utility will submit (and keep
current) the name of their designated representative to the NTP0
program manager so that the NTP0 can contact the local plant
representatives to assure themselves that supplies of NPSRS report
forms are available at each plant;

i

(6) The individual reporter proves that, within 10 daya after the vio-
lation, a written report of the incident or accurrence was
completed and delivered or mailed to NTP0 under NPSRS. See
Paragraphs 4b and 6b above.

9. Other Reports

This program does not eliminate responsibility for submission of,

| reports, narratives, or forms presently required by existing NRC directives.

10. Effective Date

The Nuclear Power Safety Reporting Program described by this Advisory
Bulletin is effective ( date ).

11. Availability of Forms

Additional copies of the attached reporting form (NTP0 Form II) may be
obtained free of charge from the NRC ( Address ) and NTP0 general
offices ( Address ).

Signed:

Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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OBattelle
Columbus Laboratories
A5R$ Office
625 Elks Street
Suite 305
Mountain View. Cahfornia 94043
Telephone (415) %9 3%9

April 2, 1985

Dr. Fred C. Finlayson, Manager
Nuclear Systems and Safety
The Aerospace Corporation
P.O. Box 92957
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Dear Fred:

It was a pleasure to serve as a proctor for your demonstration of the
proposed Nuclear Power Safety Reporting System. It was a good demon-
stration and you should be congratulated. The following are my specific
comments:

1. I believe that a voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive
incident reporting system can make a substantial safety
contribution to the Nuclear Power System in the United
States.

( This comment is based upon my observation of the simu-
lated nuclear power incidents reported during your demon-
stration and the analyses that were made of them. It is
also based upon my personal experience with the air
safety contributions non-punitive reporting systems have
made, and are continuing to make in the United States and
in several other countries throughout the world.

2. The reporting system demonstrated in Tulsa appeared
entirely feasible and, with modifications suggested dur-
ing the postdemonstration discussion periods, could be
successfully implemented. Planned personnel requirements
seemed reasonable and realistic.

I do have a word of caution. The institution of a volun-
tary, confidential, and non-punitive incident reporting
program for the nuclear power industry inevitably would
involve new concepts for many of its participants. These
include potential reporters, managers regulatory offi-
cials and perhaps others. Implementation of such a pro-
gram will require many of them to modify long and
strongly-held beliefs. Modification of well-established
thought processes or behavior is never easy and consider-
able resistance can be espected.
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:

Letter to Fred Finlayson 2 April 2, 1985
The Aerospace Corporation

: Fortunately, this critical and unavoidable problem is far
from insurmountable. Hovever, successfully dealing with
it does require a carefully organized informational cam-

i paign. All of the potential users and any other who
would be affected by the NPSRS should fully understand'

its goals, its implementation processes, and the impli-
cations this new safety reporting system will have on

,their day-to-day activities. This is particularly impor- |

tant for those who have management and enforcement respon- |
sibilities.

3. Perhaps the single most important modification needed in
the proposed NPSRS is the development of what is, and,

'i must be perceived by all to be, a clear and unequivocal
method of providing confidentially and meaningful immun-

! ity from possible adverse consequences to reporters
j to the Regardless of whether the threat is from.

j the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or from any level of
utility management, protection from punitive action is an,

! absolute requirement. If the characteristics of the
| nuclear power industry are such that a meaningful analy-
4 sis of an incident report could identify the utility

involved and could then result in punitive action against
; it, the utility very obviously also needs effective
2

protection against such action. The content and distri-
bution of " Alert Bulletins" may be particularly ,

,

; sensitive.

i 4. While the analyst training in Tulsa was well-done within
; the time constraints of the demonstration, it was not ade-

quate for a real-world operation. It will be necessary
to provide additional training for the NPSRS analysts.

g

The problem was not the analyst's technical knowledge.<

I Their experience and familiarity with the industry were
impressive. However, one cannot expect technical experts
to be equally expert in the skills and knowledge required;

for the insightful analysis of incident reports or in the,

'

interviewing techniques required to secure important addi-
tional human factors information from voluntary,

| reporters.

'

ASRS experience has demonstrated the effectiveness of
j utilizing carefully selected retired pilots and air

traffic controllers as aviation subject matter experts>

and then giving them additional training in selected
I human factors, system safety, and analytic and interview-

ing skills. It is believed that this has been much more
effective than it would have been to first select indivi-

i duals with human factors and analytic skills and then
i attempt to make them aviation safety experts.
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5. The proposed analytic forma should be made easier for the
analysts to use. The present ASRS analytic package (which has
undergone several revisions) may suggest some possible format-
ting refinements, but to a considerable extent this will
simply require additional experimentation.

6. The content of the analytic forms is perhaps even more impor-
tant. You can expect to make several revisions. The develop-
ment of both the form and content of any good analytic package
is almost inevitably an evolutionary process. The suggestions
for revision which were made during the discussions in Tulsa
are a good example. Understandably, the taxonomy was one of
the most obvious problems.

7. I was particularly impressed with the need to have a wide
range of expertise for the analysis of reported nuclear
incidents either on the analytic staff or available to it.
Although I am not familiar with nuclear power operations,
expertise in radiological protection, physical security,
operations, and maintenance seemed a minimum requirement.
While some of these requirements could perhaps be met with
part-time or dual-qualified personnel, the contents of the
reports submitted should be the final determinant.

( Finally, and I believe this is worth special emphasis, the most impressive and
the single most important observation that I made during the demonstration was
that I did not hear anything regarding _the preposed NPSRS that I had not heard
many times before in discussions of the desirability, feasibility, and_

implementation of non-punitive incident reporting systems in aviation. This
is not only true in regard to the ASRS but it is also true in regard to the
development of the confidential non-punitive incident reporting program on a
major U.S. airline that was its precursor.

In aviation we have learned a tragic and a very expensive lesson. "We no
longer have to kill people to learn important things about safety." There is
no reason that the nuclear industry, or any other industry that is dependent
upon human behavior, should find it otherwise.

Sincerely ours,

Harry W. Orlady
Senior Research Scientist
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